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Don Price trailblazes a new graduate program while satisfying his
humanitarian longings and attacking a worldwide tragedy. This
trilingual pioneer studies the
health and environmental implications of clearing landmines from
Vietnam's war-torn DMZ. On his
last trip, he even rescued two children injured by an M-79 grenade.

Generation X' ers are selfish. Senior citizens just take up space. And
neither generation will budge from those stereotypes. Not so, says
Aging and Family Studies Head Cecil Bradfield, and he's proven it.

PURE GLEE

His Intergenerational Internet Project has traditional students and

The mother of JMU's choral

older students learning about one another and sharing perspec-

groups, the Glee Club stretches

tives on the world they share.

back to 1909. In its heydey under

,t · J Intersections • 32 Madison Mileposts • 35 Class Notes

Edna Trout Shaeffer, members
serenaded audiences throughout
Virginia and the East Coast.
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AMES MADISON UNIVERSITY'S great

The total undergraduate experience has, at

success over the years has come because the
university is constantly planning ways to better
itself. As JMU's fifth president, I have inherited
an institution that has achieved and developed

its core, a solid and diversified quality program
of academics. That is the cornerstone of any
institution's greatness and critical to a quality

into true greatness. It is my duty as president
not only to maintain that high quality but also
to carefully investigate future directions for the

As JMU's fifth president,
I have inherited an
institution that has
achieved and developed
into true greatness.

university that will improve it even more.
The university's Centennial Commission
will address the needs of the JMU of tomorrow
- how we will prepare students in the future,
what methods of teaching we will be using,
what kinds of technology will be involved, what
kinds of support programs will be needed. The
commission will report within a few months on
the type of institution we should be striving to
create for JMU's 100th anniversary in 2008.
One important part of our goal for the
future has already been established: We want
JMU to be the prototype university in the
country for delivering the total undergraduate
experience - a combination of a liberal arts
experience with professional preparation in an
environment that nourishes personal and intellectual growth.
Currently, no single institution is immediately identified by the general public as the paradigm for this type of educational experience. I
want JMU to be that institution - the gold standard for the total education of the undergraduate.
When you speak of outstanding national
research universities, the same names come to
mind for most of us: Harvard, Yale, Princeton, Stanford. Mention outstanding public
research universities, and most people
think of the University of California at
Berkeley, the University of Michigan, the
University of Virginia, the University
of North Carolina. The great liberal
arts colleges are quickly identified
as Amherst, Swarthmore, Williams,
Davidson, Washington and Lee.
We want James Madison University
to be the brand name for the undergraduate collegiate experience. When a person
thinks of a superlative collegiate experience
on a beautiful campus, we want their mind's
eye to picture JMU.

campus experience.
We already have that at JMU. Members of
our faculty are dedicated to their disciplines
and possess the expertise that is vital to providing a rich academic experience for students.
Just as importantly, our faculty members are
committed to teaching and dedicated to our
students. A one-on-one relationship between
faculty member and student at JMU is not the
exception - it is the norm.
As important as academics are, other significant elements must be present to create an
exceptional undergraduate experience. While
the student must be challenged in the classroom, the same student deserves the full support of the university in other facets of life. Students must have the best possible opportunities
for personal growth through access to quality
programs in housing, dining services and
extracurricular, social and leadership activities.
The total educational experience also requires
quality assistance for students in the areas of
counseling, health services, academic advising
and career opportunities.
Finally, all of these many factors that constitute a total undergraduate experience must be
located in a campus environment that is aesthetically pleasing - a place that looks like a
college campus is supposed to look.
If you think I've just given you a description
of JMU, you're right. JMU is already doing the
things that are necessary to provide the type of
educational experience I have described.
With some fine-tuning, JMU can easily
become the gold standard for a total college
experience. By the time of its centennial nine
years from now, James Madison University will
be the institution that comes to mind when
people discuss the best possible undergraduate
educational experience.

Linwood H. Rose
President

"Sonner Hall is named in

• Increase the quantity

his honor;' the Greater Madi-

and quality of our

son award program says,

student applicants.

"concrete recognition of his

• Satisfy our enrollment

leadership role in the diverse

expectations, but then focus

areas of university develop-

on enrichment, not growth.

ment, alumni relations and

• Enliven the intellectual life

fund raising."

of the campus.

"What we take for granted

• Institutionalize the legacy

as JMU today, Ray was instru-

of James Madison, the man.

mental in creating;' Rose

• Enhance campus aesthetics.

added in his address.
Rose outlined plans for
his Commission on the Centennial, whose charge is to
At his first State of the University address as president, Linwood H. Rose
congratulates Greater Madison Distinguished Service Award recipient
Ray V. Sonner.

Uniuersity is
strong/ Rase says
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In his first State of the
University address as JMU
president, Linwood H. Rose
told Greater Madison that he
had inherited a solid university that is positioned for even
greater success in the future.
"I have stepped into a
leadership situation in which

could ever doubt his love for
this university or his high
expectations

for

define the kind of institution
JMU should be in 2008, when
the university celebrates its
100th birthday.
Approximately 70 profes-

achieve-

sors, students, staff members,

ment. I would like to publicly

alumni, parents, employers,

thank him for his leadership

community

as president. He served the

friends of the university com-

university well."

prise the commission and

Prior to the president's
address,

Greater

Madison

presented Ray V. Sonner with
its

Distinguished

Award. Sonner has

Service
been

residents

and

will submit a report that will
serve as the basis for the
"We will not hibernate
commission

is

there are many opportunities

president of the JMU Foun-

completing its charge;' Rose

and really very few problems

dation since 1993.

told Greater Madison. "While

of consequence;' Rose told

During his long career at

its members are at work I

the 260 university supporters

JMU, Sonner served as senior

will be busy with a number

in attendance. "Yes, there is

vice president, vice president

of activities:'

work to be done, and yes, we

for university relations, direc-

can be better, but I am

tor of public services, direc-

pleased to report that the

tor of field services and

state of the university is

placement, and assistant to

paign and set an aggressive

strong. We are positioned for

then-President G. Tyler Miller.

target for the centennial.

continued success:'
The president recognized

He helped in the creation
of Greater Madison. In athlet-

Chancellor Ronald E. Carrier

ics, Sonner helped develop

for creating the comprehen-

and expand the Duke Club,

sive university of national

the cheerleaders and dance

prominence that Rose now

team, and helped select Duke

leads. "No one, friend or foe,

Dog as the school's mascot.

Eammissian begins
centennial quest
Last semester the Commission on the Centennial
began to peer a decade ahead

strategic direction of JMU.
while the

5
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Among those activities,
Rose listed:
• Raise money. Plan a cam-

• Strengthen the ties with
Harrisonburg and the region.
• Reinforce the university's
student-centered culture.

into the future of JMU.
Charged by President Linwood H. Rose to define the
kind of university JMU needs
to be at the time of its 100th
birthday in 2008, the commission held its initial meeting in December.
The commission is studying four broad areas of JMU,
including academic and student support programs; faculty,
staff and student development;
resources and infrastructure;
and external constituencies.
Former JMU Board of
Visitors Rector Alexander B.

• Share the JMU message -

Berry III ('86P, '89P) and psy-

locally, regionally, nationally

chology professor and former
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leadership will enhance the

Thanksgiving and winter and

an exciting and challenging

report, which the president

spring breaks.

opportunity for all members

will present as a basis for dis-

More than 200 students,
for example, participated last

department head Virginia

"The Commission provides

Andreoli Mathie co-chair
the commission, which is
composed of approximately

of the JMU community to

cussion with the board of vis-

70 professors. students, staff

dream about where we want

itors to set the strategic direc-

March in the Alternative

tion ofJMU.

Spring Break program, vol-

members, alumni, parents,

to be as an institution in our

employers, community resi-

100th year and work together

dents and friends.

to develop our vision and

best known for college stu-

a strategy to get us there;'

dents hitting Florida beaches.

she said.

Groups of students assisted

Berry served on the JMU
board from 1989 to 1998 and

unteering during the week

Rose has asked the com-

public-health officials and

and vice rector 1990 to 1992.

mission to operate within

repaired homes in Appalachia

Previously. Berry was chair-

several guiding principles. He

and worked at AIDS hospices

man of the College of Busi-

has asked the commission to

in New Orleans among 14

believe in:

spring volunteer projects.

was rector from 1992 to 1994

ness

Executive

Advisory

Council. Berry is executive

• an educational environ-

vice president and director of

ment where teaching and

business banking for Crestar

learning are paramount and

Financial Corp. in Rich-

the principal commitment to

Last May, nine students

JfflU a1tiuism cited
in nation's tap 10
Students who spend their

and a staff adviser, working
through Habitat for Humanity

International,

helped

mond. His wife and two chil-

the undergraduate;

holidays doing volunteer work

Ugandan

villagers replace

dren are JMU graduates.

• an educational experience

helped JMU land a spot on

mud-and-thatch houses with

6

"I am delighted to play a

that has complementary goals

the Mother Jones top-10 list of

homes of brick and steel. The

J
A

role in looking at the future

of providing students with a

schools "that prove activism

students raised $35,000 for

M
E

of JMU and doing what I can

capacity to earn the means to

and community service are

their travel expenses and

in helping determine strate-

live comfortably and experi-

alive and well on campus."

building materials. Students

gic decisions for the univer-

ence a meaningful life;
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In the September/October

in the Community-Service
Learning program must plan

sity as it nears its I 00th

• expanding the intellect and

issue of the San Francisco-

anniversary;' Berry said. "The

knowledge base of students

based magazine, JMU was

and lead service trips them-

Centennial Commission rep-

while also enhancing their

ranked No. 7 among "activist

selves; faculty or staff mem-

resents a broad-based con-

technical, human and con-

schools" and was cited for

bers serve only as advisers to

stituency and I am certain

ceptual skills;

student-service projects over

the teams.

it will produce some bold

• actively involving students in

new thinking that will allow

their learning as full partners,

JMU to continue its tradition

as learners, not customers;

of excellence:·

• a collegiate experience that

Andreoli Mathie, a JMU

addresses the total develop-

faculty member since 1975

ment of students;

and department head 1994 to

• a rigorous experience that

1998, was the initial recipient

challenges all, but one that

in 1981 of the Carl Harter Dis-

also provides support and

tinguished Teaching Award.

encouragement to attain stu-

She is a Fellow of the Ameri-

dent success.

can Psychological Associa-

The commission contin-

tion. The psychology professor

ues its work this semester and

is a former president of the

expects to present a report to

Virginia Academy of Acade-

the president early this sum-

mic Psychologists.

mer. The university's senior

]MU students and their staff adviser help Ugandan villagers construct a new
home. Students spent three weeks last May helping to build three homes.

Another magazine, Who

More than 31 students

"We are proud, but not

would begin shortly, as will

Cares, previously cited JMU

have

the

surprised;' says David Ford-

another national search for

for its service and activism

scholarship award since 1988.

ham, director of the JMU

the dean's post in the College

benefited from
-

efforts. The magazine listed
JMU among 15 colleges and
universities in its Guide to
Campuses Where You Can
Make a Difference. In fall

1996, Who Cares magazine
named James Madison and
the universities of North Carolina and Michigan as the
three Large Schools Where It's
Easy to Make a Difference.
-CindyMooy

Wendy Jaccard

CPA eHam takers
rank in tap 10
It's not easy to become a
certified public accountant
because the Uniform CPA
Examination is one of the

Program

of

Accounting.

"JMU has had an excellent

of Integrated Science and
Technology.

program for years, so we

Brown also said a major

attract top students. It's very

review of the support facili-

gratifying to see graduates

ties for the sciences and math-

pass the exam on their

ematics will begin shortly.

first sitting."

"The role of the sciences at

-Andy Perrine ('BS)

toughest professional tests to

JMU is critical to our success;'
Brown said. "It is time to look

pass. In fact, fewer than one

carefully at the support that

in five pass the exam on their

these programs receive:'

first attempt.
JMU accounting gradu-

Dunlap inEreases
endowment
Marcella "June" Richardson Dunlop ('40), who estab-

ates, however, are bucking
those odds, placing in the top
10 nationwide among schools
whose graduates pass the
CPA exam on the first try.

lished the Marcella Richard-

The rankings were in a

son Dunlop Endowed Scholar-

report, "CPA Candidate Per-

ship in 1988 with a $25,000

formance on the Uniform

gift, added another $25,000

CPA Examination;' published

to the endowment total this

by the National Association

year. The Dunlop Scholarship

of State Boards of Accoun-

provides funds

tancy. The state boards are

to under-

graduate elementary educa-

the organizations that admin-

tion or early childhood edu-

ister the CPA exam.

cation students who intend to
teach elementary school.

Of JMU accounting students who took the examina-

Dunlop, a retired teacher,

tion, 30.8 percent passed all

businesswoman and elemen-

parts of the exam on the first

tary education graduate who

try, giving the university a

lives

10th place ranking.

in

Bethesda,

Md.,

College of Science and Mathematics Interim Dean John W Gilje.

liilie named interim
sEienEe, math dean
Norm Garrison, dean of
the College of Science and
Mathematics for the past 3 1/ 2
years, has stepped down from
that position and returned

Excellence
James Madison University
extends its sincere thanks to the
following donors for making a
difference at the university.
Between July I and Oct. 31,
1998, these friends made charitable gifts of $25,000 or more.
Their charitable contributions
help ]MU increase its margin
of excellence in the higher education of its students.

to the biology faculty he
joined in 1968.
"Dr. Garrison has done an
outstanding job as dean and
has handled the challenges of
reorganization

very

effec-

tively;' said Vice President for
Academic

Affairs

Doug

Estate of Betty Moxley
Snyder ('46)
Buena Vista, Va.
Academic Priorities

GTE Telephone
Operations
Manassas, Va.
GTE Minority Excellence
Scholarship

increased the endowment so

Brown . "We appreciate the

that students could count on

work he has done as an

Lettie Pate Whitehead
Foundation

support

administrator and welcome

Atlanta, Ga.
Whitehead Scholarship

throughout

their

him back to the ranks of the

years at JMU.
"I knew girls who were
on scholarship;' says Dunlop

teaching faculty, where his
main interest lies:'

student

John W. Gilje, head of the

years. "They were at JMU

chemistry department, became

one year and then not the

interim dean immediately.

about

her

own

next because the money had
run out."

Brown said a national
search for a permanent dean

Big Weekends '99
Homecoming
October 22-24
Parents Weekend
October 29-31
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"JMU has a long history

In addition, Rose says,

of wisely using its resources;'

there is growing public senti-

Rose says. "This action will

ment for state colleges and

intensify our efforts, enabling

universities to demonstrate

us to identify targets for im-

that they are wise stewards of

provement and to reinforce

public funds.

existing competencies:'

Libraries dean Ralph Alberico
takes over JMU's educational
technological programs.

Deon acquires
technology duties

"JMU has always sur-

Robert L. Scott, vice presi-

passed any standards devel-

dent for student affairs at

oped for measuring account-

JMU since 1982, heads the

ability;' Rose says. He pointed

new institutional effective-

out that JMU scored highest

ness division. Mark J. Warner,

among all state colleges in

of

previously chief of staff, has

performance standards set by

JMU's new dean of libraries,

become vice president for

the state and that the univer-

student affairs.

sity annually surpasses state

The

responsibilities

Ralph Alberico, have been
expanded to include over-

The new organization does

sight of the university's edu-

not create any new positions

cational technology programs.

at the university.

financial standards.
JMU also spends the lowest per-student amount on

"It is clear that Ralph

Rose says that institu-

administrative costs of any

Alberico has the background

tional effectiveness is a key

state university. U.S. News &

and expertise to oversee both

part of academic accredita-

World Report has repeatedly

the university libraries and

tion. The Commission on

cited JMU as the most effi-

our educational technology

Colleges of the Southern

ciently operated comprehen-

M

programs;' said Vice President

Association for Colleges and

sive university in the South in

s

for Academic Affairs Doug

Schools, which accredits JMU

its listing of the "Nation's

Brown. A search for a new

every 10 years, points out that

Most Efficient Institutions:'
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"the concept of institutional

Scott and Warner will

ogy has been canceled.

effectiveness is at the heart of

both do outstanding jobs in
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JfflU names UP
for effectiveness

the commission's philosophy

their new roles, Rose says.

of accreditation:'

"We have an excellent team
of people at JMU. This

As part of efforts to increase

reorganization allows us to

accountability to the public

intensify our focus on the

and to strengthen its acade-

important goal of operational

mic and nonacademic opera-

effectiveness."

tional procedures, President

The ]MU Board of Visitors
names the arboretum after former First Lady Edith]. Carrier
(top), while its fo rest is named
for founding Arboretum Director
Norlyn L. Bodkin.

honor of Edith Johnson Carrier, the university's first lady
for 27 years. Mrs. Carrier,
wife of former JMU President
and

current

Chancellor

Ronald E. Carrier, was the
institution's first lady from
1971

until her husband's

retirement last September.
The board passed a reso-

- Fred Hilton

lution

saying

that

Mrs.

Carrier served as first lady

Linwood H. Rose last semes-

Arboretum, forest
get new names

ter appointed a vice president
for institutional effectiveness.

"with grace, elegance, wit,
wisdom and affability." The

Last fall, both the arbore-

arboretum will hold a dedica-

oversees areas that include

tum and its oak-hickory for-

tion ceremony for the nam-

assessment and evaluation,

est were named in honor of

ing this spring.

The new vice president

institutional

research

and

planning, human resources
and affirmative action, university

policy,

stituent research.

and

con-

As vice president for institutional
effectiveness, Robert L. Scott
(top) oversees the wise use of
university resources. Mark].
Warner becomes vice president
of student affairs.

two people integral to the

"I feel such joy and pride

development of JMU and the

at the honor accorded me by

arboretum.

the Board of Visitors;' Mrs.

The JMU Board of Visi-

Carrier says. "And I accepted

tors named the arboretum in

it with a deep sense of contin-

----------------------------------------
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ity; popular community attrac-

uing responsibility" to the

also protected the arboretum

forest association and also

arboretum's future.

from encroaching develop-

form the canopy that supports

tion; and haven for the area's

ment. He fended off efforts

the diverse native species of

delicate wildflowers, rare and

children and assisted her hus-

by the General Assembly's

the entire mid-Appalachian

endangered plants and, more

band during the university's

House Budget Committee to

region. As a botanist and

generally, species native to

enrollment- and building-

incorporate the land into the

plant taxonomist, I can only

the mid Appalachian region.

boom years. She organized

College of Integrated Science

appreciate that."

and hosted receptions and

and Technology and by the

A fellow of the Linnean

was begun at Carrier's behest

gatherings at Oakview for

City of Harrisonburg to cre-

Society of London and a spe-

in 1980 as a series of wilder-

alumni, parents, professors

ate a road that would have

cialist in vascular and the Lil-

ness walking trails, opened in

and visiting dignitaries. In

bisected the land. His efforts

iaceae family of plants, Bod-

1987 as an outdoor living

the process she transformed

culminated when the JMU

kin has been the primary

plant museum. It is located

JMU's concept of catering

Board of Visitors designated

force behind the arboretum's

on a 125-acre site near the

and entertaining to suit the

the land for the arboretum

transformation into a success-

JMU Convocation Center.
-Pam Brock

university's growing reputa-

in perpetuity.

Mrs. Carrier raised three

ful, respected teaching facil-

tion and status. She often

"Because of the Carriers,

attended official events in her

JMU and community res-

stead and was

idents have a nature preserve

increasingly called on as a

in their midst for all time;'

speaker in her own right.

Bodkin says.

husband's

Mrs. Carrier also shares

Bodkin himself was hon-

her husband's deep commit-

ored last September when the

ment to the arboretum. The

arboretum's oak-hickory for-

Carriers announced their gift

est was named for him. The

of a $1 million life insurance

arboretum's founding direc-

policy to JMU to fund the

tor, Bodkin

arboretum in perpetuity.

teaching last July. He contin-

retired

ues his 35 -year affiliation

say he never lets things fail;'

with JMU as both the arbore-

Mrs. Carrier says of the chan-

tum

cellor, "he'll never stop sup-

Herbarium curator.

and

"We are all touched by the

JMU

says Bodkin, who for 27 years

Arboretum Director Norlyn

each May taught one of Vir-

Bodkin. "They have done so

ginia higher education's only

much for the arboretum all

botany field courses and has

along. Without the Carriers,

led natural history trips to

the arboretum would still be

the Galapagos, Amazon rain-

a patch of neglected woods

forest and Ireland."The forest

or, worse, paved under roads

epitomizes my love for nature

and building developments:'

and natural environments. It's

addition to setting

wild, a little like me. Mixed

aside the land and encourag-

species of oaks and hickories

ing the enhancement of its

form the Eastern Deciduous

natural

Forest Biome's most extensive

In

attributes,

:Ykpmt~
my ~

fo ncdwte

wndncdwtd~-

"
- Norlyn Bodkin

than anything else could;'

says

generosity;'

which

"This means more to me

porting the arboretum."
Carriers'

arboretum,

from

"As his wife, I can safely

director

The

Carrier

Trillium
erectum or
Shenandoah
Wake Robin
became the first
new flowering
plant identified and
named- by Norlyn
Bodkin and colleague
james Reveal- in the midAtlantic region in 30 years.
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forest association and also

ity; popular community attrac-

ching develop-

form the canopy that supports

tion; and haven for the area's

nded off efforts

the diverse native species of

delicate wildflowers, rare and

era! Assembly's

the entire mid-Appalachian

endangered plants and, more

et Committee to

region. As a botanist and

generally, species native to

the land into the

plant taxonomist, I can only

the mid Appalachian region.

tegrated Science

appreciate that:'

d the arboretum

The

arboretum, which

ogy and by the

A fellow of the Linnean

was begun at Carrier's behest

isonburg to ere-

Society of London and a spe-

in 1980 as a series of wilder-

hat would have

cialist in vascular and the Lil-

ness walking trails, opened in

land. His efforts

iaceae family of plants, Bod-

1987 as an outdoor living

kin has been the primary

plant museum. It is located

when the JMU
itors designated
the arboretum

force behind the arboretum's

on a 125-acre site near the

transformation into a success-

JMU Convocation Center.
-Pam Brock

ful, respected teaching facilof the Carriers,
ommunity resnature preserve

The Office of Alumni Relations is collaborating with
the admission staff in expanding JMU's recruiting
markets. The Alumni/Admission Recruitment Network
complements the university's recruitment efforts by
assisting in local and out-of-state college fairs.

st for all time:'
imself was hontember when the
oak-hickory for-

:9k~~

fo

my love
natuw
cvnd JUdwud ~ -

ed for him. The

The alumni and admission staffs invite you to represent
JMU at college fairs in your community. Alumni and
friends of the university project a positive image of
JMU and share with prospective students and parents their personal experiences with the university.

founding direcretired from
July. He contin-year affiliation

~

Jt;wdd,

a

"

both the arbore-

Please consider displaying your JMU pride through
servi ce in this new program. Contact Joe Manning
or Kimberly Baker ('94) to find out how you can participate in the Alumni/Admission Recruitment Network.

or

and

JMU

- Norlyn Bodkin

urator.
ans more to me
ng else could;'
who for 27 years

Joe Manning
Coordinator of the Alumni/
Admission Recruitment Network
and Assistant Director of Admission
manninjp@jmu.edu
540.568.3476

ght one of Vireducation's only
courses and has
history trips to
s, Amazon rainland. "The forest

Kimberly Baker ('94)
Coordinator of the Alumni/
Admission Recruitment Network
and Assistant Director
of Alumni Relations
bakerkc@jmu.edu
540.568.3592

y love for nature
nvironments. It's
like me. Mixed
ks and hickories
tern Deciduous
's most extensive

Trillium
erectum or

Shenandoah
Wake Robin
became the first
new flowering
plant identified and
named - by Norlyn
Bodkin and colleague
James Reveal - in the midAtlantic region in 30 years.
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MAl<E A DIFFERENCE

"JMU has a long history

In addition,

of wisely using its resources;'

there is growing

Rose says. "This action will

ment for state

intensify our efforts, enabling

universities to

us to ident ify targets for im-

that they are wis

provem ent and to reinforce

public funds.

Robert L. Scott, vice presi-

passed any stan

dent for student affairs at

oped for measu

JMU since 1982, heads the

abilitY:' Rose say

new institutional effectiveness division. Mark J. Warner,

out that JMU s
among all stat

of

previously chief of staff, has

performance sta

JMU's new dean of libraries,

become vice president for

the state and th

expanded to include over-

student affairs.
The new organization does

sity annually su
financial standar

sight of the un ive rsity's edu-

not create any new positions

JMU also sp

cational technology programs.

at the university.

Dean acquires
technology duties
The

responsibilities

Ralph Alberico, have been

" It is clear that Ralph

Rose says that institu-

administrative

Alberico has the background

tional effectiveness is a key

state university.

part of academic accredita-

World Report h

8

the unive r ity libraries and

tion. The Commission on

cited JMU as

J

our educational technology

Colleges

of the Southern

ciently operated

programs:' said Vice President

Association for Colleges and

sive university i

fo r Acade mic Affairs Doug

Schools, which accredits JMU

its listing of t

Brown. A search fo r a new

every 10 years, points out that

Most Efficient In

dea n of educational technol-

"the concept of institutional

Scott and

ogy has been canceled.

effectiveness is at the heart of

both do outsta

the commission's ph ilosophy

their new roles

of accreditation:'

"We have an e

A
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JfflU names UP
far effectiueness

of

As part of efforts to increase

people at

reorganization

accountability to the public

intensify our fi

and to strengthen its acade-

important goal o

mic and nonacademic opera-

effectiveness:'

tional procedures, President
Linwood H. Rose last semester appointed a vice president
The new vice president
oversees areas that include

tum and its oak

as essment and evaluation,

est were named

research

and

planning, human resources
and affirmative action, un iversity

policy,

stituent research.

and

con-

L--------'
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A TEAM EVENT TO

FIGHT CANCER

~...:n:r....-~
The JMU Alumni Association is teaming up with
alumni and friends around the country to parti cipate
in the American Cancer Society's "Relay for Life" events
in May and June. All will be working together to celebrate
cancer survivorship and help ra ise money for cancer
research. The more alumni chapters, groups and individuals
who participate as volunteers, the more JMU will be able
to contribute to the fight against cancer. The alumni asso·
ciation has established the relay as its national alumni
service project.
Relay for Life events are held in thousands of communities across the country. Participants form teams
of 8-15 people, taking turns walking or running on the
track. Teams are organized by friends, relatives, local
businesses, hospitals, schools, churches and other
organizations. For its part, JMU will form teams of
alumni and friends.
The Relay for Life opens as cancer survivors walk,
run or wheel chair the first lap. This is an emotional time
and sets the stage for the importance of each succeeding
participant's contribution. The luminary ceremony is
another highlight of the event. The ceremony is held
after dark to honor cancer survivors and to remember
those who have lost their battles against cancer. Th ese
luminaries line the track and are left burning throughout
the night.
The JMU Alumni Association is a community th at
takes up the fight. If you are interested in learning more
about this program or want to volunteer. please contact:

for institutional effectiveness.

institutional

C
...

est per-student

and expertise to oversee both

M
E

ALUMNI SERVICE

"JMU has

existing competencies."

Libraries dean Ralph Alberico
takes over JM U's edu cational
technological prog rams.

JOIN THE FIGHT
AGAINST CANCER

two people int
As vice president fo r institu tional
effectiveness, Robert L. Scott
(top) oversees the wise use of
university reso urces. Ma rk ].
Warner becomes vice p resid ent
of student affa irs.

development of
arboretum.
The JMU Be
tors named the ,

Kimberly Baker ('94)
Assistant Director
of Alumni Relations
bakerkc@jmu.edu
540.568 .3592
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Gymnast Rachel Malinowski plays with a local school child in a tunnel padded for fun and games.
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Today's JMU student-ath-

dent-athlete must take a mini-

projects as the coordinator

"There are a lot of time

I

T
y

lete spends up to 20 hours a

mum of 12 hours per semes-

for Life Skills/Study Skills.

constraints on athletes, but

week in practice or competi-

ter and maintain a specific

"The five components of the

there are times during the

tion during the "traditional"

grade-point-average relative

program are academic, ath-

off-season when an athlete

season. Then there's the non-

to their year in school.

letic, personal, career and

could make a difference, even

traditional off-season, spring
football and volleyball for

student-

community service. I think

if it's small. There are many

athlete not only manages his

community service is one of

organizations out there that

At

JMU

the

example, that consists of

or her time on the field,

those things that makes for a

can use some help and would

practice, training, intrasquad

court, track or in the pool as

well-rounded,

love to see athletes from JMU

scrimmages

whole

stu-

practice

well as the classroom, but he

dent, and that's what we are

come in and help them out.

games against other schools.

or she also contributes time to

promoting in the athletics

We want to show people in

Toss in even more time

the surrounding community.

and

division. It shouldn't just be

the community that we are

class and sports; it should be

good neighbors, that we care

needed for training and con-

"We promote being a

ditioning in between the

good neighbor;' says Kurt

the other components that

about where we live and that

Johnson a former JMU base-

are going to make the person

we want to help."

organized team sessions.
In order to be eligible to

ball standout who manages

a productive member of

compete in athletics, the stu-

athletes' community-service

society once they graduate.

Story by Curt Dudley, Photos by Kurt Johnson and DeeDee Eicher Niarhos ('72)

And

the

Dukes

show

them. The men's track team

hosts a group of youngsters
from Lacey Spring Elementary School for a day of fun
on the JMU campus. The
women's track team, women's
swimming

team

and the

archery squad give clinics to
more than 150 Girl Scouts.
Field hockey team members
serve at soup kitchens and
volleyball players help clean
up the streets, while wrestlers
serve as buddies during the
Special Olympics. The squads
team up with the chemistry
fraternity, Alpha Chi Sigma,
for a blood drive Johnson
calls "beakers and sneakers."
The list goes on, includes
every JMU team, and the
11

effort often goes without
public fanfare.

M

"We went over to the

D

N

school to give this a try and

T

p

E
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to help out in any way that

One Ease: Athletes

Adopt a School'

we could after Jim had sug-

E
R

gested we try something:'

w

Over the past two sea-

says Gooden. "The school

sons, the JMU men's golf

kids just loved it, and so did

N
T
E
R

team has formed an effective

the players, and ever since it's

1
9

partnership with the Bessie

been a great relationship."

9

1

Weller Elementary School in

I

Each team member is

Staunton. Coined the "adopt-

assigned one 8 to 12-year-old

a-school" program, it allows

boy as a "buddy" for an entire

JMU golfers to visit the

school year, and meets with

school to speak with students

his student at least twice a

about the dangers and pres-

month. The athlete becomes

sures associated with living in

a mentor for his "buddy;' and

today's society.

9

may do anything from read

School Principal Jim Kiv-

stories to the youngsters, give

lighan saw the need for

guidance about social prob-

some extracurricular devel-

lems associated with growing

opment for the students and

up, tutor, work on computers,

approached JMU golf coach

or even play basketball or

Paul Gooden and his wife,

chess with his new-found

Trish, a fourth-grade teacher

friend. Bessie Weller students

at the school, with the idea.

may also be released from

During a local blood drive, athletes, like wrestlers Charles Gay and Adam
Savarese (in hat), and coaches turn out en masse to donate blood. Gymnast
Jenni Dutch, meanwhile, encourages the artistic side of a youngster from
Lacey Springs Elementary School.

Playbaak
JMU's second-year baseball coach Spanky McFarland
had quite the connection to last fall's World Series. It was
McFarland, as the pitching coach at Georgia Tech, who
first put the San Diego Padres' Kevin Brown on the
pitcher's mound. Brown was a skinny 6'3" walk-on shortstop with a strong arm. After one bullpen workout,
Brown was offered a spot on the squad as a pitcher, much
to his disbelief. He's only become one of the top hurlers in
the major leagues. McFarland also signed Sterling Hitchcock, another San Diego starting pitcher, to a scholarship
when he was coaching at South Florida. Hitchcock was
drafted and signed by the New York Yankees.
Former JMU pitcher Rich Croushore ('93) pitched in
the same game in which St. Louis slugger Mark McGwire
stroked his record-breaking 62nd home run. Croushore
Basketball players Hope Cook, Mandy White, Shirlence Archer and
Manika Herring keep Harrisonburg Spic and Span by participating in the
Virginia Department of Transportation's Adopt-a-Highway program.

spent much of last summer as the Cardinals' closer.
Lorenw "Peanut" Bundy ('81) has changed baseball
organizations. Bundy moved from the coaching staff of the

12
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their schoolwork with advanced

the team members come;'

Florida Marlins to the Colorado Rockies when Jim Leyland

permission in order to take a

he says.

left the Sunshine State for the Rocky Mountain State.

Trish Gooden agrees, say-

to the golf course or to tour

ing that the children will

Macey Brooks ('97) moved from the Dallas Cowboys to

often make a special trip to

the Chicago Bears five weeks into the 1998 NFL season.
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the university.
"It's a good opportunity

her room just to let her know

Brooks suffered a broken arm in a 1997 preseason game

for the student-athlete to

that their buddy is coming

and missed the majority of the 1998 preseason because

interact with other people in

that day. "The team is mak-

of an unrelated surgery.

the community besides teach-

ing 10 young boys feel very

JMU will host the 1999 Colonial Athletic Association

ers, coaches and other admin-

special;' she says. "The smiles

wrestling championships on March 6 at the Convocation

istrators:' says 1997-98 team

on the faces of the students

Center. The men's and women's CAA track and field

co-captain David Mandulak.

when their buddy arrives tells

championships will be held April 16-17 at George Mason

the story."

University in Fairfax. The CAA men's and women's ten-
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Former JMU standout wide receiver and outfielder

field trip with their mentor

The Adopt-a-School program has created a fun learn-

"[The program has] be-

nis, women's lacrosse and men's golf championships will

ing atmosphere for both the

come a tremendous learning

be conducted as part of the Spring Sports Festival in

students and the athletes, and

experience for our team and

Richmond, April 16-18. The CAA baseball tournament

everyone involved in the ven-

for the youngsters too:' Paul

returns to Grainger Stadium in Kinston, N.C., May 18-22.

ture is quick to mention the

Gooden agrees. "Everybody

positive effects it has brought.

needs to have a friend or big

Kivlighan has been most

brother that they can talk to

pleased with the program's

about things that are going

success, noting that the kids

on and what better way to

"are learning more, trying

give back to the community

harder and are more ener-

than this program. The kids

getic" since their involvement.

love it, the teachers love it

"The kids get so excited when

and our team loves it."

1999 Football Slhl!dUII!
Sept. 4, at Virginia Tech
Sept. 11, Northeastern
Sept. 18, at New
Hampshire
Sept. 25, Delaware
Oct. 2, at Villanova
Oct. 16, at William
and Mary

Oct. 23, Connecticut
(Homecoming)
Oct. 30, South Florida
(Parent's Weekend)
Nov. 6, at Maine
Nov. 13, Richmond
Nov. 20, at Hofstra
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scholar who's all

I
Last spring, when Elizabeth Neatrour received Russia's Pushkin Medal for her teaching of Russian studies
and cultivating goodwill between Americans and Russians, this professor of Russian and French turned philosophical. She quoted -

aptly and innocently -

Fedor

Dostoevsky, a Russian author whose works are as sweeping as her own career.
Later, weeks after the medal ceremony at the Russian
Embassy in Washington D.C., she reflected on yet
another Russian writer of epic works. "It's funny in one's
life how things happen;' she says. "Boris Pasternak talks
about coincidences. I think there have been many strange
coincidences in my life:'
Coincidental experiences for the Doctor Zhivago author
transcend the ordinary because each one sets in motion a
series of intersecting events that can have personally fateful and historic repercussions. The beating of a butterfly's
wings in the Urals, for example, may create atmospheric
disturbances that lead to rain in the Sahara. Thought of
this way, coincidence has a particularly Russian spin,

Story by Randy Jones, Photos by Tommy Thompson

l

keeping in view both the singular event and

tory is marked by periods of terrible

the panoramic sweep of history.

tragedy, I think there is a wonderful theme

But Pasternak and Russia's often-tor-

running throughout all of Russian history,

tured history not withstanding, to all those

and that is the courage, the generosity and

who know her, Neatrour contradicts the

the creativity of its people."

American stereotype of a Russian scholar

Neatrour's sense of commitment to

- broad shouldered and given to brooding

Russian culture is at least as deep as a Russ-

over dark conundrums of the soul.

ian's own -

and is borne at least in part

Whatever the topic, even today's eco-

from her own heritage as the daughter of an

nomic and political crises that continue to

American father and a Russian mother.

cause personal despair for so many Rus-

Their meeting in 1931 in the Soviet Union

sians, Neatrour's voice remains ebullient, as
if pegged to an optimism and enthusiasm
that is, well, so like an American. Imagine
jazz played on a balalaika.

To get his Russian interpreter and new bride. Amalia
Dvoretskaya, out of the Soviet Union. American construction engineer Robert Peyton Baylor took her papers to an
American consulate officer in Riga, Latvia. and told him
to "put lots and lots of stamps and seals" on the document "because the Soviets love stamps." The ruse
worked, and the couple moved to the United States.

has created a Russian-American hybrid that
blends a Russian passion for language and
literature and a magnanimous Slavic spirit
with an all-American vitality and drive.

Neatrour's own ingrained optimism
stems from her
pro-

Neatrour's energy, her own admission
longed contact with the Russian people and

that she is a perfectionist -

from her abiding love for their culture. "A

when it comes to education and scholarship

people that can produce such a great culture

-

... certainly has great promise;' she says. "So

serendipity set off by her parents explain

even though

her devotion to introducing Americans to

the his-

"the Russian intellectual heritage and culti-

especially

and those Pasternakian touches of

vating goodwill in American-Russian relations through academic
study and

Yeltsin

Gorbachev

Brezhnev

Krush chev

collaboration." Those were the words of the
Russian Embassy's deputy chief-of-mission,
Vladimir Chkhikvishili, who bestowed the
Pushkin Medal on Neatrour during last
April's ceremony. But even he could not
have been fully aware of the magnitude of
professors work.
Tightly packed into Neatrour's diminutive frame and gracious exterior is the powerhouse of JMU's nationally-recognized
Russian

program;

26-years' worth

of

exchanges with and foreign study in the forElizabeth Neatrour (pictured at far right with Harrisonburg's delegation to its Russian sister city, Peterhof). has devoted
her scholarly career to the language and literature of her mother's country and to promoting goodwill between the
people of Russia and the United States. The delegation included at least 15 current JMU students.

mer Soviet Union and Russia; the Harrisonburg/Rockingham-Peterhof Sister City program; and the Governor's Russian Academy
for Virginia high school students. She is also

Then-director of humanities Louis Locke

began to do bibliographical work [on Teffi]

the recipient of many prestigious teaching

asked Neatrour to turn her few Mary

it was just a tremendous task;' says Neatrour.

awards; a scholar of Russian literature and

Washington College undergraduate Russian

Through yet another chance meeting

language as well as French; mentor to

credits into qualifications to teach Russian.

-

almost 40 years' of JMU graduates; and pos-

She did, enrolling in a doctoral program at

Russia -

Neatrour's work has culminated

p
E

sibly the world's foremost expert on the

Indiana and balancing her course work

today in the publication of several Teffi

I
E
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Russian writer Teffi, which is the pseudo-

against her JMU teaching duties and

collections and the author's resurgence in

w

raising a family.

the mainstream of post-Soviet, Russian

T

this time with a literary scholar from

15
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nym of Nadezhda Aleksandrovna Bucminskaya (1872-1952).

By another fortuitous turn, while at

popular culture.

N
E
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1

For a woman who was hired at JMU in

Indiana University on sabbatical to finish

The core of Neatrour's goodwill mis-

1961 originally to teach French, her life has

her doctorate, an off-hand suggestion that

sion over the years has been JMU's Russian

been a satisfying turn

she sample the writing of the obscure Russ-

Program, which started with six Russian

ian writer Teffi set her on a lifelong course

majors. Neatrour and a team of professors

of scholarly specialty. Once Neatrour read

in the departments of foreign languages

Teffi, she immediately "fell in love

and literatures, history, geography, political
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science, and economics have worked assid-

style" and made

uously since then to continue building the

the writer

program, which now enrolls 181 students.

the subject

Moreover, the program now boasts numer-

of her disserta-

ous alumni who are teaching Russian m

tion. "Little did I

public and private schools, working as

know then, as I

Russian specialists and scholars in govern-

Her "passion for Russian culture and
Neatrour estimates that she has made more than 40 trips to the
Soviet Union and Russia during her career. Over the years. she
has collected an and memorabilia. including this numbered
Palekh. a lacquered papier-machti box with miniature painting
on a Russian folk tale motif. named for the community that specializes in this very limited edition art.

language is what feeds her enthusiasm for
the program and teaching;' according to
Schultz. Coming back to campus year after
year, Schultz sees "the same scenario of
[Neatrour] pulling people in ... . She makes

law,

sure that learning is active. You don t forget

Troika'' for lobbying hard to get JMU to

her classes:'

approve the Russian program.

One distinct reason for the program's

accounting, finance and

Today Schultz attributes the program's

success, says Schultz, is Neatrour's emphasis

the Peace Corps. Whereas in the past, dur-

success to Neatrour. "All of us who are

on the practicalities of speaking, hearing,

ing the Soviet era, the main career opportu-

[alumni of the program] credit it to her

and writing Russian. "I have met people

nities for Russian majors were found in

bounding energy. She created it single-

from other major universities as an under-

national defense, media, academia and

handedly,' often teaching 15 to 18 credit hours

graduate and professional who just don't

travel, today, Neatrour says, "Today, there

each week in the early years to help students

match the level of JMU's graduates in basic

are countless new opportunities:'

meet

requirements, says

language skills;' explains Schultz, who

Schultz. Neatrour, he adds, "absolutely loves

worked in Russia for NBC television during

what she is doing and that is very apparent:'

the early 1980s.

Neatrour credits three students, Joe
16

John Meeks ('73), known on campus as "the

Schultz ('73), Valerie DeFillipo ('73) and

their degree

J

Neatrour's ability to establish and
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maintain a regular network of connections

s

M

among her American and Russian col-
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leagues and acquaintances and former stu-
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dents has also contributed to the program's
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superiority, Schultz says. That view is sec-
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onded by Karen Marshall ('88), another
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Russian program alumna.
"[Dr. Neatrour] is the most loyal professor in terms of her former students;'
Marshall says. "I am not the only person
who has benefited from her loyalty, from
her connections, from her promoting her
students, from her supporting them and
caring about them and their careers;' says
Marshall, who is the associate director of
JMU's Russian Academy, another one of
Neatrour's projects. Each summer the acadNeatrour. with the Pushkin Medal newly pinned to her lapel, talks with a Russian newscaster in the ornate surroundings of the Russian embassy in Washington. D.C .. where the award ceremony took place.

emy sponsors a program for select high

Neatrour might have said the same. For
her, it's all about "connectedness:' which
may be a natural impulse considering her
ownongms.
In addition to the Russian Program and
each summer's Russian Academy at JMU,
Neatrour has fostered Russian-American
connections as president of the American
Council of Teachers of Russian, with whom
she has worked closely to implement RussianAmerican student and teacher exchanges.
Beyond the academic community, she has
also encouraged greater cultural appreciaThe Virginia high school students enrolled in the 1998 Governor's Russian Academy cluster around Neatrour and
Chancellor Ronald E. Carrier on the steps of Wilson Hall. In just 19 days each summer. academy students begin to
speak and read Russian. study the country's history and art. and even learn folk dances and songs. Neatrour has led
the academy for 11 years.

tion by co-founding the Harrisonburg/
Rockingham Local/International Network
Committee (LINC), which supports assistance to hospitals and clinics in Peterhof,
Harrisonburg's Russian sister city.

school students from around Virginia, most

toast their Russian guests at these functions.

of whom have no prior experience with

"She was always putting us in the driver's

Russian. But in just 19 days Neatrour and a

seat." Literally. Marshall recalls that she and

acceptance of the

cadre of associates, including many of her

a couple of other Russian majors drove to

Pushkin Medal

former and current students, get these high

Washington, D.C., in then-President Ronald

school juniors and seniors reading and

Carrier's car to pick up a Soviet delegation.

speaking Russian, studying Russian history

"She gave us the responsibility and expected

and art, learning Russian folk dances, and

us to handle it."

even singing Russian songs.

During Neatrour's

Now a high school teacher of Russian

Neatrour, a recipient of many teaching

in Henrico County, Marshall says her com-

awards including, in 1991, Virginia's most

mitment to teaching Russian and support-

prestigious faculty honor, the State Council

ing Russian studies in Virginia's public

of Higher Education's Outstanding Faculty

schools is the direct result of her "totally

Award, always puts her students first, Mar-

accidental" decision to take a Russian lan-

shall says. She gets her students writing the

guage course from Neatrour. After one

formal letters and processing the official

class, Marshall recalls thinking, "'Wow! This

paperwork that allows Russian dignitaries

is something I want to do.' It's all about

and scholars to visit JMU, includes them in

serendipity -

the university's official dinners for these

putting you on an entirely different main

Russian visitors and even lets the students

road in your life."

one thing happening and

One of Neatrour's favorite and most valuable artifacts is
this religious icon. which is representative of the religious themes that dominate early Russian art and stem
from even earl ier Byzantine Art.

last spring, she summed up her sense of

A second career followed after Teffi set-

things by quoting Father Zosima in Dosto-

tled in Paris as a writer-in-exile immensely

evsky's The Brothers Karamazov: "All things

popular among Russian emigrants. There

flow and connect with each other, a touch in

her writing was syndicated in the Russian-

one place sets up movement at the other

language newspapers of the large emigre

end of the earth." Her life seems to bear this

communities in Europe's major cities and

out. For in a real sense the touch that began

New York City. Teffi was one of the leaders

when her father met her mother in Russia

- and the only woman -

has extended through Neatrour's life as she

nity. She inspired it, her writings giving

has reached out and touched the lives of

voice to its longings and worries and pro-

students passing through JMU on their way
to other places, both near and far. And

With its roots in early Russian art. a religious icon
depicts Mother and Child (above) and another
depicts the crucifixion (opposite page) ...

of that commu-

viding a link to Russian culture. Reading
Teffi gave emigrants hope, Neatrour says.

many of her JMU students are in turn

But as those communities withered,

creating their own share of motions in

so too did Teffi's popularity. By the time

the field of Russian language, literature,
and culture.

\

Neatrour' s research
revives Russians' love
affair with Teffi

of her death, three-decades' worth of her
uncollected weekly writings had disap-

While many scholars conduct their research in closeted obscurity, Elizabeth Neatrour's life work instead intersected with the
historic events that broke down the Soviet
Union and revived Russia's love affair with
one of pre-Soviet Russia's favorite authors.
Before the Communist Revolution,
Teffi (1872-1952) was so cherished that
candy and perfume were named after her.
"Even the Tsar said he could not get along
without reading Teffi;' Neatrour says. But in
1920, Teffi fled Russia to escape persecution
by the Bolsheviks. Much of her pre-Soviet
work was collected in books, though it was
banned in the Soviet Union after 1930.

... To surprise his wife. Ch arles commissioned JMU art
professor Ken Beer to crea te a chan delier and matching
candelabra as an ode to Ru ssian art. Th e names of
Russian writers. composers and artists are cut through
the metal and stained glass sculpture. titled A Monu-

ment ro Russian Arts.

\\\t~~ntin~ both ol~ and new adorns lb ,,
ii,\\,~, ni~ wile in nearby Massanu
e 'rlut/;a" .
\\%~ \\tn\\~\\I
iten ~Ii;,
retired JMU education ~rn\~~~~, t\o
Wt.
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peared into archives of microfilm and dis-

she chanced to meet the Russian professor

integrating newspapers.

Boris Averin, who told her that Soviet offi-

Since 1967 Neatrour has searched 30-

cials had authorized the No. 1 publisher in

years' worth of two daily, Paris-based Russ-

the country to issue a collection of Teffi's

ian newspapers. "I found myself spending

work. But there was a problem, he added.

hours and hours going over microfilms just

After 60 years of censorship, there were no

to establish a bibliography of what she had

Soviet scholars familiar enough with the

written. Then, ultimately, the more work I

full range of Teffi's writing and life to dis-

did, the more I saw that she had done;' says

cuss either in depth.

Neatrour. In the end, she adds, Teffi's works

The result of that meeting was the pub-

- essays, fiction, plays, memoirs, and poems

lication in 1989 of the first significant Soviet

- fill about 13 volumes.

edition of some of Teffi's collected works,

In 1988, Teffi began emerging from

introduced by Neatrour and edited by

obscure research into relevant, timely cur-

Neatrour and Averin. The book was an

rent events. When Neatrour was in the

overnight hit, selling half a million copies.

Soviet Union directing the first exchange of

Since that first volume, Neatrour has

American undergraduate and graduate stu-

continued writing, editing, and translating

English -

dents at the Herzen Institute in Leningrad,

Teffi for publication both in Russian and

memoirs, letters, Teffi's only novel, and a

collections of short stories,
19

forthcoming biography. For the latter,
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Neatrour draws on interviews she con-
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ducted in the 1960s with Teffi's former col-
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leagues and friends. "The people I inter-

w

viewed were very, very old at that time;'

T
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Neatrour says. "I am thankful that I was able
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9

9

to meet people who actually knew Teffi!'

9

Today in Russia there is a thriving "Teffi
cottage industry" that includes annual academic conferences and symposia, university
courses, journal articles and an avid Teffi
readership. "To have a part in restoring Teffi
to Russia is just a great joy;' says Neatrour.
"You see, I've spent years with this woman
and I think I know her very, very well."
Teffi's renewed popularity can
As the world's foremost expert on Teffi (above), Neatrour is responsible for today's literary rebirth of the pre-Soviet
Russian favorite. The JMU professor has spent her scholarly career digging through library and newspaper archives to
retrieve and analyze 30-years' worth of the Russian emigre's writings. "You see," Neatrour says, "I've spent years
with this woman and I think I know her very, very well."

I

I

_J

be

explained in several ways, Neatrour says.
"She speaks to [Russians') nostalgia for the
old Russia, before the dark Soviet night,

On one of JMU earliest trips to the Soviet Union students were prepared for the Russian winter in heavy coats. fur hats and hoods. Neatrour is fifth from left and her mother is to
her right. Joe Schultz is seventh from her right.

and their sense of injustice, because here is

she was exiled from her country, where she

ating Teffi's role in helping to sustain those

a writer who was greatly loved but who

was forbidden:' she says.

emigre communities through her writings.

had to suffer because

Teffi is emblematic, adds Neatrour, of

"So really the Russians are rediscover-

those Russians, especially the intelligentsia,

ing their heritage;' says Neatrour, who

who were "callously driven from their

senses that the rediscovery is part of a larger

homeland:' She also offers contemporary

cultural reinvigoration. Despite the litany of

Russians a window that was shuttered

hardships facing the country, Neatrour says,

under the Soviets -

into emigre life after

"Russians themselves have great confidence

the Revolution. Russians today are appreci-

in their future, especially the young.
Although the elderly are currently suffering
the most, especially economically;' Neatrour

One of several samovars Neatrour has acquired over the years is ornately
painted with flowers and foliage. Another. more traditional one. was given
to her after JMU's first trip to Russia in 1972 by three of the program's first
students. still known today as "the troika" - Joe Schultz ('73). Valerie DeFillippo
('73) and John Meeks ('73). The gift was only fitting, since they consider Neatrour
as central to the JMU Russian program as a samovar to a Russian tea room.

says, "even some of the older people say,
'You know, we in Russia have always had
faith, now we have hope."' •

Story by Margie Shetterly
Photos by Tommy Thompson
Design by Rinn Siegrist

Cecil Bradfield has
a habit of pulling
people together.

When

Cecil Bradfie ld

and perspectives

s c ans the lawns a n d

for a mutually beneficial education.

walkways of JMU, he sees thousands

To bridge the years between them,

peer group, "I think the vitality and the joy
of living that most young people seem to

JMU's traditional

Bradfield drew on his own experiences

students, ending their teen years and eagerly

as head of JMU's Aging and Family Studies

JMU senior Jodi Navon has reached

entering the realm of official adulthood.

Program and two years ago created the

a similar conclusion. Her Internet partner-

Intergenerational Internet Project. Offered

ship with Harrisonburg resident Joan Thiel

the

through JMU's Gerontology Program and

was

United States, he sees another type of stu-

the Lifelong Learning Institute, the project

learned from someone else besides my

dent: established adults, retired, and just

seizes on a tool vital to today's society

normal group. When you're on the college

as eager to learn and contribute.

- computers - and promotes an exchange

campus, the whole outside world is not a

of ideas,

perspective

part of your life. You're just concerned with

between two generations that often limit

getting through your classes." The Internet

their contact to holidays at the grandpar-

project gave Navon the opportunity to talk

ents. Through the Internet project,

with someone she otherwise would not

Bradfield has begun to see an

have met, about topics she may not have

of twentysomethings -

When he looks at the hundreds of
elderhostel

programs

throughout

Unfortunately, the sociology professor
sees them separated by the very experiences

experience

and

enthusiasm for what each generation can offer the other.
Take,

for

have rub off on you."

particularly valuable "because I

taken time to consider.
And that's just what Bradfield had

example,

in mind. In developing the LLI, he wanted

Sydney Nix, of Waynes-

wanted to get the generations communi-

boro, a retired DuPont

cating and learning from each other.

research chemist. "I think

The LLI, established in 1996 with a

most elders talk among

program of four courses, in many ways fol-

themselves most of the time,

lows the traditional path of elderhostel

and they miss the joy and
enthusiasm of young people:'
Previous page: Joan Thiel on the
monitor; Jodi Navan at the computer.

programs

throughout

the

nation

by

offering to senior citizens courses like

world religions, colonial history, computers

ners do not know each other,

and wildflowers. But it veers off in its own

nor do they know anything

direction by opening its courses, special pro-

about each other except

grams and the Internet project to tradi-

what participants choose

tional university students as well. The

to share. The ground rules

results are an exchange of ideas and experi-

are

ences between the generations and candid

thoughtful communication

discussions about issues that affect all ages.

via e-mail -

Bradfield believes that in our mobile,

simple:

respectful,

period. Partici-

pants stretch beyond their com-

fast-paced society where extended families

fort zone of peers and experiences,

are often separated by huge distances, com-

bridge that imaginary generation gap, and

munication

often find they have more in common than

Participants stretch

they had ever imagined.

beyond their comfort
zone ... and often find
they have more in

between

the

generations

is more than just desirable. Communication, he says, is essential to counteract

Kristen Mein, a junior psychology major

stereotypes easily drawn of seniors citizens

who participated in the Internet project

as a selfish drag on society's decreasing

during the fall of 1997, admits that she went

resources and of an equally selfish Genera-

into the project with ample anxiety - "both

tion

aside.

about communicating with someone I didn't

As a professor in a position to teach both

know and communicating with a senior cit-

a new acquaintance and uses a positive,

generations, he recognizes that these stereo-

izen" -

open attitude, good rapport can be had:'

types are far from the truth. The young peo-

notions about Sydney Nix, her partner. "I

Mein's change of career considerations

ple he sees are dedicated and committed,

thought we'd see everything differently. What -

came in part by getting beyond what Brad-

and the older generation is healthier and

ever I'd say, he was going to think the opposite:'

field calls the "95-5 problem:' In aging stud-

N
T

Instead, Mein and Nix developed

ies/gerontology courses where students

R

Interest in the LLI has mushroomed.

a cyberspace friendship that has continued

must have direct contact with older adults,

Last year the program offered 11 courses

beyond the end of the semester. The experi-

they often do so by volunteering at nursing

and this year 19. Enrollment jumped from

ence resulted in new career possibilities.

homes and rehabilitation centers. While this

98 students the first year to 266 last year and

"If I hadn't done the e-mail project;' Mein

contact is beneficial, it doesn't convey

315 this year. Last summer, Nancy Grembi

says, "even if I had done community

an accurate picture of who older adults are

was hired as the part-time director to man-

service in say a hospital or nursing home

and how they live, Bradfield explains. Only

age the growing program.

setting, I really don't think I would have got-

5 percent of adults 65 and older live in long-

In the spring of 1997, some LLI mem-

ten interested in gerontology. Now my

term care facilities. Most live in their own

bers volunteered to be paired with JMU

dream job would be to work in independent

homes and are healthy and active.

undergraduates enrolled in the Social

living - a retirement community - and be

Gerontology 280 course for the Intergenera-

a psychologist there."

X

actively pushing them

and with plenty of preconceived

common than they
had ever imagined.
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more active than ever.

1

tional Internet Project - a semester of dia-

For Nix, "the experience brought home

logue via e-mail. The twist is this: the part-

to me what I already felt; that if one finds

"We want to expose our students to
older adults who are doing quite well, who
are enjoying life, who we call the 'wellderly' ;'
Bradfield says.

9

9
9

•

. . . the e-mail mode of

communication provides
a neutral turf ... Participants aren't intimidated
by physical posturing,
facial gestures, tone of
voice or appearance.

Bradfield emphasizes that exposure
to this wellderly population can go a long
way to defusing the notion, real or perceived
that there is a conflict between the generations. Fueled by media reports, attention

"I really do enjoy the fact that young people do listen to (or read) my thoughts on a given subject
matter and respond in a very intelligent and thought-provoking way," says Joan Thiel (left) with
Jodi Navan (center) and Kathy Hoover (right).

is focused on shrinking human services
across the country, its operational philoso-

to realize that stereotypes are a huge part

health care, and who is going to pay for it all

phy is Bradfield's own -

that community

of our younger generation. They're every-

- stretching to meet the needs of a growing

service enriches student learning as much

where:' And, Navon says, she was able

older population who have more political

as it does the community they serve. The

to dispel a few stereotypes about her own

clout simply because they vote at about

basis for that enrichment is the same as it is for

generation. 'Tm a person who's 20 years old.

three times the rate as young adults.

the Intergenerational Internet Project. Edu-

That doesn't mean I'm a slacker:'

resources -
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on Medicare, Social Security,
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"The Internet project offers a pretty

cation and understanding result from con-

Additionally, the Internet project and

nice forum for discussing these issues" and

tact among diverse individuals who learn

LLI offer a kind of"surrogate grandparent-

u

for finding common ground, Bradfield says.

about one another and see events and issues

ing" for traditional JMU students. "JMU's

I

In the process, often strongly entrenched

from other perspectives.

undergraduate students tend to be from
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stereotypes begin to dissolve. "One of the

Harrisonburg resident Kathy Hoover

families that are fairly mobile" and often

ways you reduce stereotypes is by getting

saw the project"as a way to learn about soci-

have limited contact with their grandpar-

people communicating under optimum

ety from the perspective of the student

ents, Bradfield says. By communicating with

conditions:' Bradfield says.

in hopes of being able to understand the

LLI members, traditional students "often

Bradfield, founding coordinator of the

trends in the world." The results surprised

feel like they're learning about their own

JMU Elderhostel, has a habit of providing

her. Her student partners weren't nearly "as

grandparents;' Bradfield says. In turn, these

such opportunities. As co-founder of JMU's

liberal as one would expect or many of the

older LLI students get a glimpse of the

Center for Service Learning, he helped cre-

older generation would lead you to believe.

attitudes, ideas and problems of their

ate a program that encourages students

I felt the students were more conservative

grandchildren's generation.

to perform volunteer work in the commu-

than I am:'

I

T
y
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II _ _ _ __

Thiel, who retired in 1990 from the New

nity and encourages faculty members

JMU senior Jodi Navon also found that

York State Department of Corrections,

to incorporate community service into their

the project refuted the stereotypes many

agrees. "I really do enjoy the fact that young

curricula. Now a model for similar centers

her age have of senior citizens. "I've come

people do listen to (or read) my thoughts

\

I

on a given subject matter and respond

succeed? Bradfield believes there is none.

in a very intelligent and thought-provoking

At the end of each semester's Internet

work in both directions, with each group

waY:' And her communication with Navon

project, which is constantly being refined

gaining as much as giving. Imagine dis-

and JMU student Lindsay Russell "brought

by Grembi and instructor Marylin Wake-

cussing economic cycles with classmates

me back to parts of my own life - particu-

field, participants finally meet each other in

who waited in long gas lines during the

larly interpersonal relationships with older

person. The setting is informal, and the

early 1970s or with classmates who spent

people who had had an influence on my life."

reactions are surprising. For many, the first

their early years in day care while both par-

While the e-mail mode of communica-

greetings are a nervous laugh, then a hug or

ents worked outside the home.

offered by the Internet project

a handshake, but then, conversation launches

The Internet project is a potential plat-

lacks personal contact, it does

from the most recent e-mail message and

form for further encouraging the mixing of

veers into an animated orbit of discussion.

traditional and nontraditional students, cre-

provide a neutral turf a computer screen.

aren't

intimidated

Bradfield occasionally looks up from

ating a fuller rounder education for all.

his own conversations and glances at the

Nontraditional students offer memo-

----...----------~pairings scattered through-

ries, tempered by experience and time,

Participants

by physical posturing, facial gestures,

out the room.

enhancing younger students' understand-

As he listens to

ing. Traditional students offer the perspec-

the rise and fall

tive of youth, with hope and enthusiasm

Gerontology 280 course and related semi-

of conversation, a smile

often unrestrained by time and experience.

nars and has taught some LLI computer

spreads across his face. He has

That can serve as a mental and emotional

courses, notes, "It is amazing to me to see

achieved success.

tonic for older students and a reminder that

tone of voice or appearance.
Cathy Thompson, who taught the

in the passing of the torch to a younger

the relationships that do form as a result of

These are the conversations he'd like

this means of communication. It is also

to see expand beyond the Internet project,

amazing to see both generations enjoy using

for the integration of traditional and non-

and perhaps ultimately them-

this type of technology."

traditional students, he recognizes, holds far

selves - in capable hands. +

In addition to the Internet project, the
LLI opens other avenues for intergenerational communication - opening LLI classes

I
(

Bradfield stresses that such exchanges

more than the potential for the generations
to learn about one another.
Imagine learning about McCarthy-

to traditional students and a speaker's

ism alongside a classmate who

bureau of senior citizens. On the flip side,

can talk about the prevailing

the LLI gives younger participants a chance

attitudes of the time; the post-

to assume new, even authoritative roles. Par-

World War II housing boom

ticularly in the computer classes, graduate

alongside a man who was just

assistants often serve as instructors, and

beginning a family in the early

undergraduates are teaching assistants.

1950s; or gender equality or

What better way is there to break down

sexual harassment alongside a

the "generation gap" than by having the

woman who entered the work-

generations rely on each other to learn and

force in the early 1970s.

generation, they are placing it -
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- W O YOUNG VIETNAMESE

In a hotel 300 yards away, a young

play - a digestive system that barely works

boys discover a treasure - a relic

American hears the blast. Trained as an

and an ongoing threat of infection. The child's

of a war fought 25 years ago.

emergency medical technician, he acts

prognosis is bleak.

Thrilled with their find, they take

instinctively -

I

The other boy fairs better -

shrapnel

it back to their house and hide it. Their secret

runs. When he gets to the scene, he finds 50

wounds to his shoulder and a jolt to his

is safe - until curiosity eats away at them.

or more people crowded around, staring at

nerves leave the youngster shaking and

Finally, with an innocent ignorance of

the boy writhing on the ground. The child's

crying. He'll recover. His fear won't be so

danger so universal to youth, the boys pull

intestines are spilling onto the ground, and

easy to treat.

their treasure -

an unexploded M-79

he's bleeding heavily. The American, tower-

The American in this scene"'was JMU

from hiding and toss it in the

ing a head above the crowd, quickly goes to

graduate student Don Price, and the setting

air. They just want to see it explode. Explode

work to stabilize the boy and dress his

was this third trip in a year to the Quang Tri

it does - hurling shrapnel through the air.

wounds so he can be taken by scooter to the

province of Vietnam. It's a scene that is

The shrapnel catches one boy in the stomach,

nearest hospital.

played out weekly in that province and daily

grenade -

(

grabs his first aid bag and

ripping a huge gash in his gut and leaving

The boy's bleeding can be stopped; the

in some war-torn areas of the world. Esti-

his intestines peppered with pieces of metal.

partial paralysis in his arm and hand can't.

mates place landmine injuries throughout the

An artery and nerves in his arm are cut.

The legacy of that afternoon of innocent

world at 20,000-25,000 a year. Not a huge

''

I

i
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Story by Margie Shetterly, Photos by Arden Norvelle
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number, some
may argue.
But Price, who on
the home stretch of a
master's degree in health
sciences with a specialty

-·-·-.,.. . . . ·

N H
JMU. The university offers no standard

ment rather than duplicate services. There's

master's degree in health sciences with a

room enough for both of us:'

specialty in demining issues. Instead, Price's

The pairing of Price and JMU came in

work at JMU is a tailor-made program

1997. Following his graduation from Ever-

that matches the university's expertise

green State College in Olympia, Wash., with

with Price's interests.

a degree in environmental science, Price

Like Price, JMU also is a pioneer. While

launched a search for a graduate program

many universities have programs that focus

that could build on his interest in the envi-

on the technical aspects of landmine clear-

ronmental issues associated with global

ing, JMU Humanitarian Demining Infor-

landmine clearance efforts. He contacted

mation Center is unique in its role as an

the top 20 graduate environmental science

information clearinghouse and resource
center for the complex issues surrounding

in humanitarian demi-

demining efforts. In fact, according to Den-

ning issues, counters that the number of

nis Barlow, director of JMU's demining cen-

victims is only the tip of the iceberg. The

ter, the only similar program is the Geneva

larger problem, the developmental, environ-

International Humanitarian Demining Cen-

mental and public health issues of land-

ter, which "is just getting started. We've been

mines and humanitarian demining efforts,

at this for over two years now:' And while

are the focus of his studies at JMU and a

both organizations have the same mission -

passion in his life.

to serve as a coordination resource and

programs in the country, and got the same
answer: we have no such program, nor could
we allow students to do the necessary field research for such an inherently dangerous topic.
In his search, he heard about JMU's
Humanitarian Demining Center and placed
a call to see if the center would support student research and/or activities in demining.
Dennis Barlow took that call, saw the possibilities, and paired Price with JMU Health
Sciences department head, Stephen Stewart.

Price is a pioneer of sorts - blazing a

information source for demining efforts,

previously uncharted academic course at

Barlow believes the two centers "comple-

JMU couldn't offer a master's in environmental science - but it could tailor a master's program in health sciences with a specialty in demining that would examine the
environmental impact of demining in the
context of the broader public health issues.
JMU also offered Stewart who, with his
expertise in epidemiology and his experience as a medic during the Vietnam War,
was "completely prepared" to serve as both
academic adviser and mentor to Price. As a

'

professor who has traveled extensively
investigating the landmine issue he "had a
great networking ability;' Price says.
"Every day, people come within inches of live ordnance. It's a very real threat," Price
says. "Approximately 53 children are injured or killed each year in Quang Tri."

The challenge for Stewart and JMU was
to figure out a way to tie Price's interests to

T
/
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public health, to provide a broad perspective on the issues of demining coupled with
in-depth knowledge. "We wanted him to see
the whole picture;' Stewart says. That meant
a blend of course work, research and plenty
of hands-on experience.
Price sees the emphasis on health science as a "natural fit" to his environmental
interests. "Before I looked at how landmines
impact the environment. It's a real natural
progression" to examining how those environmental consequences could impact public health by contaminating drinking water,
disrupting food production on land and
disturbing once dormant toxic chemicals.

On a return trip to Quang Tri in November, Price learned the fate of the child he rescued
in September after an M-79 grenade exploded and ripped open his abdomen. The boy weakened by a digestive system that barely works - will most likely spend the rest of his
life confined to bed.

Price's basic course of study is broken
into the three components of mine action:

underwritten by the Department of State

on prime spots out of flood plains and with

awareness, victim assistance and clearance.

through a grant to JMU. The project is

access to transportation networks such as

His work has included courses at JMU, count-

being headed by Anne Stewart, associate

rivers, sea and roads. The same attributes

less hours in computer labs mapping poten-

professor of psychology, while Terry Wessel,

that made the land good for a military base

tial landmine risk areas, and, most recently,

professor of health sciences, is coordinating

make it great for resettling -

serving as support staff in Vietnam for JMU's

the victim assistance efforts, which include

the sites are toxic waste dumps surrounded

efforts in the Quang Tri province of Vietnam.

developing curriculum for the center.

by landmines once used to protect U.S.

except that

Triqu ·

Working with Peace-

While Price is taking a global perspec-

forces. "If that area were here in America, it

Trees, a Seattle-based citi-

tive on the complex demining issues, his focus

would be an EPA Superfund clean-up site,"

zen's diplomacy group that

is on Vietnam. "There's nowhere like Quang

Price says. But, because of post-war realities

recently completed a land-

Tri, where people are highly dependent on

in Vietnam, priorities and rules are differ-

mine education awareness

an environment that is saturated with resid-

ent. It's simply abandoned.

center in Dong Ha, a

ual chemical contamination, unexploded

town in the Quang

ordnance and landmines," Price says.

involves assessing the environmental risks

developing a curricu-

the U.S. Demilitarized Zone, Quang Tri is

involved in demining. Finding and detonat-

lum for mine aware-

littered with landmines and unexploded

ing landmines remove one danger, but

ness education and a

ordnance. Dormant in the subsoil is residue

can create more by disturbing the subsoil

network

victim

of Agent Orange and other chemicals used

and bringing the hidden chemicals back

programs.

to defoliate the area's dense jungles during

to the surface and back into the environ-

The mine awareness

the war. The province also was home to as

ment -

many as 17 former U.S. military bases located

. k ing water reserrivers, streams and drm

campaign

is

being
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rid of landmines, Price notes. It also

Located just south of what used to be

assistance
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The problem isn't just one of getting

Tri province, JMU is
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season, which will wash a new crop oflandmines to the surface. The area also is the
focus of a large government re-settlement
program, which adds another dimension to
the problem - one of new people moving
into the area "who are not as streetwise"
about landmines.
For Price, Quang Tri carries even more
significance. The province was his first
introduction to the complexities of the landmine clearing issues, and a turning point in
his interests and goals. His first contact with
Quang Tri came when he was doing a six-

JMU's demining center is the only foreign group that enjoys unlimited access for its

month internship for the American Red

demining work, says Price, above with JMU Humanitarian Demining Center Director
Dennis Bartlow (left) and Gerd Willkommen of the Gerbera Demining Team (center).

Cross International Services, based in Seattle, during his final year at Evergreen.

voirs. Chronic illnesses and birth defects

physically and psychologically, Vietnam is a

The task was to see how demining

can and do result.

country that has learned to live with land-

efforts might affect or disrupt food produc-

Additionally, until land can be cleared,

mines. Generations have grown up living

tion by taking land out of productivity and

it can't be used. And in Vietnam and other

with them, and, in many ways, have grown

impact water quality. Price's job was to

struggling Third World countries, that loss

desensitized to the dangers surrounding

determine what problems might be created

of productive land can have devastating eco-

them. "The majority of landmine accidents

and what needs the Red Cross might

nomic consequences. If land can't be farmed,

are associated with everyday lifestyle -

have to address. Tracking chemi-

food can't be raised; malnutrition, disease

clearing and planting the land, herding ani-

cal toxins through the

and starvation become the primary crops.

mals, searching for scrap metal;' Price says.

ecosystems was a task

Add the economic burden of caring for

"Folks are just trying to make ends meet,

that Price, who was just

victims maimed by landmine accidents and

and to do so, they often put themselves at

finishing his degree in

struggling families of those killed by land-

risk. But what's the option?" Price asks. "It's

biogeochemistry, was

mines, and the impact of the multi-prong

just like us with traffic accidents. We know

well suited for.

problem becomes apparent. Third World

people are seriously injured and killed each

countries seldom have a human services

day in traffic accidents, but we still get in

received a call from Danaan Parry, a former

safety net such as welfare, Social Security

our car and go."

nuclear physicist turned citizen-diplomat

and Medicaid, so the burden falls on family,

While with the Red Cross, he

Additionally, the people, particularly in

and PeaceTrees founder. His PeaceTrees

Quang Tri, are "kind of victims of circum-

organization was just beginning a landmine

Vietnam also offers a unique challenge

stance;' Price says. A recent drought will

clearing project in Quang Tri, and Parry

in mine awareness efforts. Unlike in areas

undoubtedly bring more landmine injuries

was worried about the environmental

such as Bosnia where landmines are used as

because farmers will be digging deeper in

impact and possible contamination problems

terrorist weapons to intimidate people both

the soil to plant, as will the annual monsoon

from the operation. The two men immedi-

neighbors and friends, Price says.
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ately clicked, and talked two or three more

director of the Vietnam Veterans of Amer-

trip to Quang Tri. He plans to continue his

times about the potential environmental

ica Foundation, a humanitarian group that

associations and his work in Vietnam, per-

consequences of demining.

focuses on, among other things, mine clear-

haps with continued ties through JMU.

Three days before the ceremonial tree

ance efforts. Searcy gave him a desk, a tele-

planting for the then-future PeaceTrees cen-

phone, a computer, and an insider's contacts

ter in Quang Tri that bears his name, the

and connections. That month was spent

same center that JMU now is actively sup-

meeting with landmine clearance groups to

porting, Parry died of a heart attack. His

get a clear picture of what currently is being

death left Price stunned - and haunted. He

done, and how.

never knew the exact location of the site he

The second month was spent in Quang

and Parry had discussed, and wasn't sure

Tri, traveling with a translator assigned by

JMU geography professor and "world
class specialist Glen Gustafson taught

just what was being done to address the

the Foreign Committee. There he experi-

me one-on-one how to interpret [Vietnam

environmental issues there.

enced the maze of red tape involved in just

War-era] satellite images to identify

His graduate work at JMU, closely

traveling from one district to another

linked to JMU's involvement in Quang Tri,

within the province. "You just don't have the

is providing some answers. Stewart calls the

freedom to travel there that we're used to

beginning of Price's graduate studies, and

here;' Price says.

·.,
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interpret these images," he adds.

It's an assignment Price views with mixed

his and the university's overlapping ties to

Price's second trip to Vietnam was last

emotions. Daily he is confronted with the

PeaceTrees "somewhat serendipitous. When

March, when JMU was invited to the

misery of injuries and death caused by land-

Don came [to JMU), Vietnam was not on

groundbreaking ceremonies for the Peace-

mines, the people's economic struggle just to

our radar screen." That quickly changed.

Trees' Danaan Parry Humanitarian Demi-

survive, the ravages of disease, malnutrition

Price started his graduate program with

ning Center in the Quang Tri town of Dong

and even starvation, and the environmental

a two-month internship in Vietnam

Ha. That ceremony marked the unofficial

time bombs left by a war over decades ago.

to provide the hands-on field

start of JMU's partnership with Peace Trees/

"It's not a fun place to work, but it's one

experience so crucial

Vietnam and the People's Committee of

of the most rewarding places I've ever

to understanding the

Quang Tri Province to provide an outreach

worked;' Price admits. "I enjoy the thorough

complexities of human-

program of dealing with mine awareness,

challenge" of Vietnam. "All my senses are

itarian demining. He

victim assistance and mine clearance issues

fully challenged."

was well suited for such an assign-

that would serve not only the new center

ment. Price speaks Korean, limited

··, , .

potential minefields," Price says. "There
are only a few people who know how to

but the entire province.

Japanese and "survival Vietnamese;' and, in

Since then, the government of Quang

addition to his science background, is

Tri has opened its doors to JMU and its

trained as an emergency medical technician

work. "JMU is the only [foreign] group that

-

has been given unlimited access to the

which gives him a good understanding

of the human as well environmental toll
landmines have taken.
The first month of his internship was
spent in Hanoi, working with Chuck Searcy,

He pauses, then simply says, "It's the
right place to be, the right thing to do." •

entire province," Price says.
Price completed the final component of
his graduate work -

his thesis and related

research - in December with yet another
Russian or

u.s. Claymore
•,.,,_/'
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Alumni Eenter design reveals a roam with a uiew'
1

JMU and the JMU Alumni Association
last fall unveiled the design of the future $3
million, two-story Alumni Center, which
will be built east of Interstate 81. Construction is tentatively due to be completed by
Homecoming 2000.
The focal point of the design is a multipurpose great room with a bluestone fireplace, display space for revolving exhibits of
Madison memorabilia and an adjoining terrace. The fireplace, made of the same bluestone from which the Quad buildings are
constructed, will serve as a visual bridge
from Madison's past to JMU's future. Two of
the great room's exterior walls and one of the
interior walls will be made primarily of glass.
"The view will be terrific;' says Hugh
Lantz ('73), president of the JMU Alumni
Association. "From the terrace side, alumni
will look out over rolling hills and meadows
to the west, and from the other they'll look
straight into the interior of student and academic buildings. Both perspectives will offer
a view into the heart of bustling campus life:'
"I am excited about the Alumni Center
because of all that it represents for our graduates and our future:' says JMU President
Linwood H. Rose. "The building will be

connected to the new College Center,
affording us many opportunities for exciting programs and services for both alumni
and students. Alumni will be hosted, entertained and educated in state-of-the-art
facilities. Additionally, their involvement
with a variety of programs, such as mentoring and networking, will provide a longterm, meaningful impact on the lives of
our students:'
The great room and the adjoining terrace will offer gathering places for alumni to
meet with one another and take part in programs designed especially for them, like
reunions, career counseling, chapter programs, continuing education and special
festivities. Situated on the top floor, the
great room will incorporate state-of-the-art
technology so that groups can participate in
multimedia presentations, teleconferencing
and watch sporting events.
In addition to two meeting rooms, the
top floor will feature two large conference
rooms that share a dividing door, which
will slide open to create an even larger
board room. The center's lower level will
house offices for the alumni and development operations.

Outside of the reception area on the
top floor will be the entrance gallery,
which will also serve as part of an indoor
concourse that connects the Alumni Center with an academic building on one side
and the student-oriented College Center
on the other. Construction of the Alumni
Center will occur in conjunction with
Phase 2 of the College Center. Phase 1 of
the student building is already complete
and in use.
"JMU decided to locate the Alumni
Center right next to the College Center to
enhance and encourage interaction among
alumni and students;' Lantz says. ''Alumni
are in a position to assist students with
career mentoring and programs, and by the
time students graduate they already will feel
welcome in the Alumni Center."
The academic buildings, Alumni Center
and College Center have been designed
along intersecting axes that will allow free
flow among them for students, professors
and alumni alike.
"Students and alumni will be able to
enter the first academic building and reach
the student services building along an
indoor concourse;' Lantz says.

--

An architectural rendering of the north view of the future Alumni Center (above). A multi-purpose great room with a blues tone fireplace and Madison memorabilia display is the focus of the Alumni Center (see jloorplan below). A rooftop terrace and meeting and conference rooms complete the main flo or.
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QUICH FAUS
Cost: $3 million
Funding: Partnership involving the
university and gifts from )MU alumni
Location: East of Interstate 81, adjacent
to the College Center
Square Footage: 19,000
Stories: Two
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Focal point: Great Room with bluestone
fireplace and memorabilia display
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Designer: Tobey and Davis
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•Timetable
Design Presentation - Alumni Board
of Directors Meeting, September 1998
Ceremonial Groundbreaking Summer 1999
Open House-June/July 2000
Alumni Center Opening September 2000
Alumni Center Dedication Homecoming 2000
• Contact
If you have questions about the Alumni
Center or would like to make a gift,
please call Debra Wachter at (540) 5683197 or e-mail her at wachted@jmu.edu

.
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Primary materials: Brick, block, glass
and metal

• Naming Opportunities (partial listing)
Building: $1 million
Great Room: $300,000
Board Room: $125,000
Terrace: $50,000 (Class of 1949 will fund)
Meeting Room : $35,000
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Alumni [enter Program
Fund ta raise Sl.5 million
tram JfflU's 62,000 alumni
The $3 million cost of the Alumni Center
will be funded through a partnership between
JMU and gifts from alumni.
A fund-raising project, called the
Alumni Center Program Fund, is under way
now to raise $1.5 million. During the twoyear effort, JMU's 62,000 alumni will be
asked to make a gift in support of their
future home and headquarters.
"This is a very special fund -raising
effort;' says Hugh Lantz ('73), president of
the alumni association. "The Alumni Center
Program Fund is a fund-raising effort over
and above the university's traditional fund

raising for academics. We will ask alumni to
make their usual gift to support JMU academics and an additional gift just for the
Alumni Center Program Fund:'
"The fund will provide an opportunity
for every graduate to feel a sense of ownership in the creation of the Alumni Center as
well as the programs and services that will be
held there;' says Nancy Bowman Lantz ('71).
The Lantzes head the fund's Volunteer
Leadership Committee. Other members are
Michael Beahm ('77), Byron Bullock ('89),
Jean Parrish Copeland ('58), Herman W.
Hale ('73), Alice Munkasey Julius ('65), Dr.
Lynn Zirkle Lang ('64), Daniel E. Lynch
('84) and Dennis Joseph Tracz ('78).
"We began last fall to help identify key
alumni and provide some focus and sup-

port for JMU's development officers, who
are making presentations this spring to
individuals and groups of alumni;' Nancy
Lantz says. "We urge alumni to learn about
the alumni center and the alumni program
and then promise their financial support."
The class of 1949 has already responded
by agreeing to raise $50,000, which has
been designated to name the Alumni Center rooftop terrace.
With the leadership phase of the campaign already in progress, JMU has set a
ceremonial groundbreaking for this summer. Homecoming 1999 will kick off the
public phase of the Alumni Center Program
Fund campaign. During this year-long
phase, JMU will ask all alumni to make a
gift for the center, which is tentatively
scheduled to open in September 2000 and
to be dedicated at Homecoming 2000.
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Denise Crumling
Gibson ('SO), deputy
director of program
management at the
U.S. Navy's Joint Warfare Analysis Center in
Dahlgren, joined the
JMU Alumni Board of
Directors last fall.
A winner of the Navy's Award of Merit
for Group Achievement and the Joint
Chiefs' Certificate of Accommodation, Gibson has been actively involved in JMU since
she graduated in 1980. As a former twoterm president of the Fredericksburg
Alumni Chapter, she organized many
regional JMU events. As a student she
played golf and field hockey, served on the
Athletic Advisory Council and planned
activities for senior citizens.
"Denise is a great addition to the board.
She has the loyalty to JMU that we look for
in our directors;' says Sherry King, acting
executive director of the JMU Alumni Association. "She will have a positive impact as
she continues her dedication to JMU is this
leadership role."
The 1985 recipient of the Outstanding
Young Woman Award, Gibson volunteers
for her church and has held several offices
with International Training in Communication. She is also a soccer coach and "team
mom;' vice president of her local school
PTA, elementary school volunteer, and
president and treasurer of the Dahlgren
Golf Board of Governors.

Inspiring teaching, breast
cancer fight earn awards
Karen E. Boxley ('O1)

The JMU Alumni Association recognized two exceptional JMU alumni for
their achievements and community contributions.
The 1998 National Teacher of the
Year, Bernard Philip Bigler ('74/M.Ed.
'76) of Fairfax, received the Ronald E.
Carrier Distinguished Alumni Achievement Award for his inspiring and innovative teaching. Norvell Communications
President Jennifer Norvell ('85) of Richmond received the Distinguished Alumni
Service Award for her work in the fight
against breast cancer.
Bigler, who received the nationwide
award from President Bill Clinton at the
White House last spring, teaches history
and humanities at Thomas Jefferson High
School for Science and Technology in
Fairfax. As part of the award, Bigler is on
leave this year to travel the country and
speak to audiences about teaching and
education and his own innovative teaching methods.
Being recognized by fellow alumni
with the achievement award is "a great
honor of my life;' Bigler says. His Madison
College years, he explains, were among
the most important in his life. "I made
some of my best friends here;' he says. "It
was such a nurturing environment.
Teaching has always been a part of the
legacy here!'
Teaching, Bigler says, allows him to
make a difference. "I have satisfaction in
knowing that I have influenced thousands
of people!' Bigler also offers some words
of advice for JMU education students.
"You make a difference. Don't let people
discourage you. This profession has
rewards that no others have."
Bigler has received 20 awards during
his career, including the Commonwealth
of Virginia's 1998 Teacher of the Year, the
Governor's School for the Humanities
Outstanding Teacher in 1995 and 1996,

and the United States Capitol Historical
Society Outstanding Teacher/Historian in
1988 and 1993. He has written several
books, including In Honored Glory:
Arlington National Cemetery; Washington
in Focus: A Photographic History of the
Nation's Capital; Failing Grades: A
Teacher's Report Card, and Hostile Fire:
The Life and Death of Lt. Sharon A. Lane.
Distinguished Alumni Service Award
winner Norvell, who lost her mother,
Joanne, to breast cancer in 1997, honored
her memory with a gift of life for other
cancer patients. Last year Norvell organized Richmond's first Race for the Cure,
a nationwide series of 5-kilometer races
in 80 major cities sponsored by the Susan
G. Komen Foundation, the nation's largest
funder of research dedicated solely to
breast cancer.
"Since starting on this race, I have
found that there are many people feeling
as I do - helpless but wanting to take
a stand;' Norvell explains. "Helping to
provide an outlet for that need has been
one of the most rewarding aspects of the
race for me!'
Norvell and co-chairwoman Kay
Baker Huband ('85) applied to the foundation by profiling existing local breastcancer programs, obtaining letters of
community support and securing corporate sponsors. They were awarded affiliation with the race in the fall of 1997. The
First Lady of Virginia, Roxanne Gilmore,
lent her support as the race's honorary
chairwoman.
In honor of her mother, Norvell
selected Mother's Day as race day. The
race drew 1,200 runners and raised
$63,000 to support breast cancer education, screening and treatment programs.
She and Baker are already at work as cochairwomen of the 1999 race.
JMU's distinguished alumni awards
are selected annually from alumni nominated to the alumni board's recognition
committee. In choosing the achievement
award recipient the committee looks
for excellence and accomplishment in his
or her profession, as well as recognition
by his or her peers in the field. In choosing the service award recipient the committee looks for an alumnus who has
given freely of himself or herself for the
enrichment of others and the betterment
of the community.

STAY IN TOUCH

1972

To submit a class note for publication in Montpe-

James Edward Johns received his master of
divinity degree from Union Theological Seminary and Presbyterian School of Christian Education in June 1998.

Glenn A. Farkas is a senior Unix Systems programmer with Crestar Bank in Richmond.

19 74

John M. Hubley is vice president in marketing
and sales for AllHealth. John and Susan live in
Camp Hill, Pa.

lier, please refer to "Connections" on Page 46 for
instructions and the class note submission form.

1948
Mary Frances Shuler Johnson retired in 1995
after 35 years of teaching public school in Virginia.

1953
Gilda Johnson Jones reports that more than 30
classmates and many spouses and friends
attended her 45th class reunion last April. Gilda
urges all class members to make a gift to the Raymond Dingledine Scholarship. Dingledine was
the 1953 class sponsor, and the Reunion Committee has decided supporting a scholarship in
his name is a great way to celebrate both their
reunion and a wonderful man. To make a gift,
please call (800) 296-6162.

19 54
Johnnie Thompson Terry and the reunion committee announce their 45th reunion campaign.
The goal of the campaign is to raise $10,000 for
the Class of l 954 Scholarship. To make a gift,
please call (800) 296-6162.

19 G2
Joyce Buse! Miller retired in June l 998 after 30
years of teaching home economics in Orange
County. She is secretary for the local chapter of
Delta Kappa Gamma Society International for
Home Educators.

19 G4
Bill Lively retired in 1995 after 27 years as the
head librarian at Aeronautical Radio Corp. He is
a free- lance book indexer.

1 9 GG
Susan Richardson Drumwright received her
M.A. in Christian education from Union Theological Seminary and Presbyterian School of
Christian Education in June 1998.

Robert L. Henshaw is a Lockheed Martin IMS
contract manager in Washington, D.C. Robert
and Meri live in Centreville.
Curtis Lee Wilton has designed and patented the
world's first table lacrosse game.

19 75
Bland Derby Campbell is a technical recruiter at
DPME, one of the oldest and largest placement
agencies for computer and information technology professionals in Virginia.
Pamela Caughie is director of Loyola University
Chicago Women's Studies Program. She is working on her second book on Virginia Woolf.
Herbert L. Steffy earned his doctorate in education from the University of Central Florida in
May 1998. Herbert is assistant professor of education at Lake Erie College in Painesville, Ohio.

Scott J. Newell is a facility designer for AT&T in
Denver.

1979
Jeri Kane Harris is a consultant on seminars and
resources for Cornerstone Counseling. Jeri and
Ken reside in Ashland, Ky., with their four children.
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Susan Heely Cocke received her M.S.Ed. from
Old Dominion University. Susan is an
organist/choirmaster for St. Andrew's Lutheran
Church and teaches music at Norfolk Collegiate
School.
Kenneth Dickson operates his own CPA firm.
Ken and Karen live with their three sons in
Raleigh, N.C.

1977
Marsha Gray Carrington is an artist, illustrator,
and photographer in her own studio in Old Town
Pasadena. She lives in Los Angeles.
Karen Jonson Fioramonti and Bill have retired
and are living in Blowing Rock, N.C., with their
sons, Daniel and David.
Patricia Seglin Palay is operating businesses in
Grand Forks, N.D., and Edina, Minn. Patricia and
Howard live in Grand Forks with their children
David, Brian, and Lauren.

1970
Margaret Kahle Tibbs was elected to the
Brookneal town council last May.

Betty Lynn Smallwood Blanks is keeping busy
with four children ages 6 to 16. She lives in
Lynchburg.

19 78
Fred "Biff" G. Anderson Jr. is national sales
manager for Action Gear Inc. Biff and Julie live in
Noblesville, Ind., with their children Becky, 15,
Kate, ! ! ,and Ben,8.
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Class Reunions
1934, 1939,1944,1949,1954,1959
April 9-10, 1999

marle your cale11dars now!
Celebrate this special time at James
Madison University! Relive your
Madison memories and rediscover
friends and fellow classmates.
Explore the university of today and
see the exciting changes that have
taken place since your graduation.

If you have not received information
yet about your upcoming reunion,
please contact Sherr y King in the
Office of Alumni Relations at (540)
568-8064 or visit MadisOn-Line at
www.jmu.edu/alumni/
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As soon as Edna Trout Shaffer (top photo and right
photo) took over the Glee Club, both its quality and
ambitions skyrocketed. Women auditioned for the
club, spent hours in arduous practice and had to
follow Shaeffer's strict rules.

T R A V E L(/'
By Nancy Bondurant Jones

Today JMU's music department has 19
organizations for music students - with
seven vocal ensembles. But in the school's
beginning, the musical organization on
campus was the Glee Club. Established in
1909, the club seemed to have lighthearted
socializing in mind rather than serious
singing. In 1915, Edna Trout Shaeffer took
over and dignity gained an upper hand. She
was serious about the higher purpose of
music and musical excellence.
The Glee Club soon reflected her sense
of purpose and pride - and grew from 14
members that initial year to nearly 100
women by 1919. In fact, by 1922 Shaeffer
photos from Carrier Library Special Collections

established a Choral Club to reduce the size
and improve the quality of the Glee
Club. By then the club was applauded
widely beyond campus and local civic clubs
and churches.
Travel started with an overnight jaunt to
Lexington in 1919 to raise dollars for the
Jackson Memorial Hospital. Soon other
Virginia communities extended invitations.
Shaeffer's group sang across the Commonwealth - Marion, Christiansburg, Galax,
Roanoke, Culpeper, Richmond, Norfolkin 30 towns total. Singing followed by social
events heightened enjoyment, especially
before all-male audiences at Virginia Mili-

tary Institute, Virginia Polytechnic Institute, Washington & Lee, and Randolph
Macon. The women even trilled with the
Harvard Glee Club at Madison, and
mourned the Yale Glee Club's cancellation
of a joint appearance when World War II
curtailed travel.
Through the decades, radio broadcasts
from Maryland to Florida thrilled performers along with listeners. W. R. Bishop of
Richmond's WRVA had heard the group in
1931 and quickly engaged them for his station. They continued to perform there into
the 1940s and added the John Marshall
Hotel to their list of concert venues.

The Glee Club took its harmony on the road, tra veling all over Virginia, the East Coast and even outside the continental United States. The club hit one
of its highest notes when it performed for Eleanor
Roosevelt in 1939.

But certainly the trip to New York in
1939 to perform for First Lady Eleanor
Roosevelt at the World's Fair created a new
high. Arduous hours of practice under Shaeffer's strict rules paid off. Women auditioned to be in the Glee Club and basked in
its glorious reputation. As Wendell Sanderson, Director of Music for Richmond
Schools wrote, "There are college glee clubs
and college glee clubs. Yours is a very splendid organization:'
But the Glee Club was only one outlet
for Shaeffer's productivity. She infused the
music curriculum at the Normal School,
then Harrisonburg Teacher's College, and
then Madison with new studies and a
higher quality of music. Each year she
added depth from Pipe Organ Instruction
to Theory and Harmony. She instituted
Music for Elementary Teachers, Music for
Advanced Grades (7-12), directed major
advances in public school music education.
And the additions proved popular. Enrollment bolstered her courage to finally ask
President Samuel Duke for six pianos.
He complied - but bought the lowestpriced ones he could find. Even the college's

first baby grand was a bargain deal. It had
been used in town for a church conference
and the dealers preferred to sell it rather
than haul it away. Her finest purchase, however, came in helping to choose the exceptional Mohler organ in Wilson Hall. One of
the finest in the state, it was made in Hagerstown, Md., for $12,000.
Shaeffer organized local music clubs
and engaged visiting artists for the Lyceum
Series. She planned the annual music festivals at the Massanetta Springs Bible Conferences, played the organ and directed the
choir at her church, and combined the first
chorus of junior and senior high school
children in the state. That 600-member
chorus sang for the Virginia Education
Association in Richmond to dramatize the
need for a state music supervisor. Shortly
afterward, Luther Richmond was named to
that post.
Each assignment raised a whirlwind of
energy. One year's activity demonstrates. In
World War I, the National Council for
Defense urged community singing to bolster morale and appointed Shaeffer Director of Singing in Rockingham County. She

formed a Liberty Chorus, held daily music
programs at the college, had the Glee Club
learn folk songs of the six Allied nations,
organized a contest for the best class song,
and supported National Song Week in February 1919.
And between those duties, she assumed
charge of one floor of Jackson Hall during
the devastating flu epidemic that fall when
classes were suspended for four weeks and
the entire nation seemed on hold.
This remarkable lady of song ended her
career in 1956, four decades after it began.
Travel that year was especially fitting. After
hearing Madison's Glee Club perform at a
national convention in Miami, the Air Force
invited them to perform at three Air Bases.
They flew to Iceland, Bermuda, and Azores,
the first women's college ever so recognized.
Her legacy lives on. The Edna T. Shaeffer
Humanist Award, an endowment established in 1992 by the estate of Evelyn M.
Pugh ('36), now honors Shaeffer's memory
by providing $3,500 each year for professors to pursue research in the arts and
humanities. In addition, Latimer-Shaeffer
Theatre in Duke Hall is also named for her.

When the Glee Club wasn't on the road, its reach was still impressive. Radio often broadcasted its concerts to audiences from Maryland to Florida.
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1980
Tim Colleran is director for MCl's national
resource management within the mass markets
division. Tim and Donna live in Atlanta with
their children, Jake, 10, and Kim, 8. They own a
10-1/2 acre horse farm in Alpharetta called "Simple Pleasures:'
F. Michelle Coker Duke was named Capital
School District Teacher of the Year for 1998-99.
Michelle teaches first and second grades in
Dover, Del., where she has taught for 16 years.

Hope Flanning Ingram and Hank Ingram live in
Blacksburg, where Hope stays home with Virginia, 4, and William, 2.
Richard Shapiro is vice president of state government affairs for Enron Corp. in Houston. Rick
and Amy reside in The Woodlands, Texas.

1981
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and receive guaranteed fi xed
payments for life.
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By giving a charitable gift annuity, you can:
• Receive guaranteed fixed quarterly payments for your life. you and your spouse's
lives or you and your parents' lives·
• Reduce your income tax
• Spread capital gains tax. if any, over your
life expectancy
• Leave a legacy at James Madison University that will aid the faculty in teaching
and students preparing for life.
• Examples of payment rates for single
and two-life donors:
Age

Rate

65
70
75
80

7.0%
7.5%
8.2%
9.2%

ERR*

Ages

Rates

ERR*

9.7% 65-65 6.6% 8.8%
10.8% 70-73 7.0% 9.8%
12.2% 75-76 7.3% 10.5%
14.2% 80-84 8.2% 12.5%

•Equivalent rate of return equals the upward adjusted
tax-free portion of the annuity payment for a beneficiary
in the 33 percent income tax bracket.

For a personal JMU Charitable Gift Annuity
prospectus. write or call:
Charles W. Crosson Jr., CFP
Director of Planned Giving, Division of Development
MSC 8602. JMU
Harrisonburg, VA 22807
(800) 296-6162

Maj. Jeffrey S. Kidd is a USAF Medical Service
Corps Officer serving as chief of managed care
for air combat command. Jeff is assigned to the
office of the command surgeon at Langley AFB.
Jeff and Wendy have two sons, Jarrod Reese, and
Justin Myles.
Honesto Vargas is a network engineer for 3Com
Corp. Honesto and Carole reside in Folson, Calif.
with their sons, Cal, 6, and Perry, 3.

1983
Patrick Butters is a feature writer for The Washington Times, and appears on CNN's Saturday
morning news program as a movie reviewer. Pat
is appearing as Bill Clinton in the Hexagon Theater Co.
Anne E. Godwin and Bill practice law together in
McLean and Alexandria. They have two children,
Ashby Rose, 5, and Noah.

Cmdr. Roland W. Batten visited France while on
a six-month deployment to the Mediterranean
Sea and Arabian Gulf aboard aircraft carrier
U.S.S. Dwight D. Eisenhower.

Sandra Martin Greeson teaches kindergarten at
Draper Elementary School in North Carolina.
Sandra and Tim live in Eden with their children,
Meredith, 10, and Stephen, 3.

Chip Rosenberg works for Americom Wireless
Services. Chip and Deborah live in Baltimore
with their daughter Kate, 2.

Rhonda Jones-Peterson opened an insurance
agency in September. Rhonda and Eric have a
daughter, Olivia Maryah.

1982
Hilary McCabe Bierly is a clinical social worker
taking time off to raise her children, Audrey, 6,
and Evan,4.
Vann L. Brock received her M.A. in counseling
and student personnel services from Virginia
Tech in December 1997.
Jim Duke is senior director of finance at Sodexho
Marriott Services Inc. He received his M.B.A.
from George Mason University in December
1997. Jim and Cynthia A. Duke {'83) live in Sterling, with their children, Ashley, 7, J.T., 5, and
Timothy, 9 months.

Richard "Skip" Liesegang was promoted to
regional sales manager for Sun Microsystems.

19 84
Karen Ruoff Brown is senior property manager
for Spectrum Properties in Raleigh, N.C.
Scott H Lyon is general counsel at ATCALL Inc. in
Vienna. Scott and Amy Osborne Lyon live in Fairfax with their children, Elizabeth, 9, and Sarah, 6.

1985

Teresa McDonald Fremaux has opened a writing and communications consulting business.

T. Michael Banks Jr. has joined the firm of
Barnes & Bratzli P.C. in Chesterfield.

Sande Snead Fulk and John Vanderbilt Fulk
('83) finished building their home at River's Bend
on the James. Sande and John live in Chester with
their children, Brittany, 8, and Nicole, 6.

Dan Bernazani, Jeannine Bengermino ('86)
and their children live in Middletown, Md. Dan
left Air Force active duty and is a navigator for
West Virginia Air National Guard. Jeannine
works in the family education department at the
Maryland School for the Deaf.

Heidi Gundlach is an account executive at
MicroStrategy. Heidi lives in Charlotte, N .C.
Theresa Mullen Hawthorne is a high school
special education teacher for Wythe County.
Theresa and Roger live in Hillsville with children
Caitlyn, 9, and Kristopher 5.
Walter S. Ice married Jennifer Elaine George on
Nov. 17, 1997. Walter is a senior paralegal with the
law firm of Hoyer, Hoyer, Smith & Meisner.

Maj. Darryl L. Derr graduated from the U.S.
Army's Command and General Staff College.
Darryl is assigned to the s2nd Ordnance Group at
Fort Gillem, Ga. He received the Meritorious Serv ice Medal. He and Gloria live in Georgia with
their daughter, Alexis.
Mary Spencer Meador Martin is an officer for
the private bank support unit at NationsBank

.....

and a former beauty consultant. Spencer and
Scott live in Virginia.

1986
Terry Menefee Gau received her master of
arts/divinity dual degree from Union Theological
Seminary and Presbyterian School of Christian
Education in June 1998.
Theresa Ferrara Heenan is director of Prince
William Health System Wellness Center.
Chris Jones is a program manager for Nortel's
electronic commerce web development. Chris
and Suzanne live in Raleigh, N.C., with their children, Carter, 4, and Baylor, 2.
Laura Moiler Morrison received her M.B.A.
from George Washington University. Laura is a
financial analyst in Prince William County and
also works at Amtrak. Laura and Mike have one
child.
Dawn Sundberg Moulen received her M.A.L.S.
from Mary Washington College in May 1998. She
was awarded the Susan J. Hannah Award for"outstanding work in the M.A.L.S. program:' Dawn
has been a teacher at Woodbridge Senior High
School for the past 12 years.
Michael P. Sullivan is vice president of Shandwick Public Relations and Advertising in Baltimore.

1988
Jennifer Faigle and Melanie Knight Tomasi,
10th class reunion campaign leaders, report that
the 1988 class scholarship, established in spring
1988, has been awarded for the first time to Baltasar Garaygordobil, a pre-med freshman from
Fairfax. The class goal is to raise an additional
$16,000 so that more scholarship awards can be
given to deserving students. To make a gift, please
call (800) 296-6162
David E. Kaltenmark is controller for Harbor
Group Management Co. in Norfolk.
Lenora Jans Oftedahl is an assistant librarian at
the Columbia River Inter-Tribal Fish Commission.
Robert L. Parrish Jr. is a commercial credit analyst for Crestar Bank in Richmond.
Jamie Yonaitis Wernitznig is a manager of Internet Services for the Jim Koons Automotive Co. in
Vienna. Jamie and Dan live in Springfield with
their two children.
Michael J. Zerbe received his Ph.D. in English
from Purdue University. He is an assistant professor in technical and scientific communication at
)MU.

1989
Carlton E. Avent works as an accounting manager and certified public accountant for WDCATV in Washington, D.C. Carlton and Trina reside
in Falls Church.

1987
James Gratton is general manager of the Perimeter Center Courtyard by Marriott Hotel. Jim and
Karen live in Atlanta with daughters Kristen and
Lindsay.
Adrienne Grant Hartgerink and Brad both finished their master's degrees in nurse anesthesia at
the Uniformed Services University. Adrienne is a
captain in the Air Force. She and Brad reside in
Navarre, Fla.
Mary K. Larson works in the pathology department at the Medical College of Virginia. Mary
assists with implementation of MCV's new
pathology information systems.
Scott R. Whittman and Laura Comly
Whittman {'89) live in New Hope, Pa. Scott
received his M.Ed. from Old Dominion University and is a middle school science teacher in
Yardley, Pa. Lalli is a contractor compliance manager for Jones New York. Lalli is involved with
enforcing human rights and fair wages in factories. Scott and Lalli have a daughter, Taylor
Anderson.

Ken Calhoun is assistant vice president at First
Union Brokerage.
Reginald Dickerson and Tasha Brooks Dickerson ('92) live in Glen Allen. Reginald is a State
Farm Insurance agent. Tasha is a medical student
at Virginia Commonwealth University-Medical
College of Virginia.
Joey Lewis Nalty is an English and drama
teacher at Sandy Run Middle School. Joey and
Kevin live in Blue Bell, Pa., with their dog, Billy.
Robert F. Prachar Jr. is a senior product manager for Abbott Laboratories.
Amy Waranch Strait and Chris Strait live in
Fairfax with their chi ldren, Megan Ashley and
Evan Harris. Amy is a computer specialist for the
Treasury Department and Chris is a project manager for Dynamic Systems Solutions.
Ariana Watterlohn is a recruiting manager for
Deloitte & Touche's Carolinas Practice.

1990
Cynthia R. Abesa and Sean S. Hogle live in
Westminster, Colo. with their son, Broderick
Cenon. Cynthia graduated from the T.C.
Williams School of Law and is an immigration
attorney at the law firm of Lichter, Korkin and
Associates. Sean graduated from the Marshall
Wythe School of Law and is an in-house attorney
at Sun Microsystems.
Mike Bertaux is working for Goodyear in
Akron, Ohio.

no LOSS FOR WORDS
Jay Kiernan ('76)
always has plenty to say.
In fact, for the past 20
years his voice has been
his livelihood. Through
luck and magic, Kiernan
says, he has landed 500 Coca-Cola spots,
some of which ended up on network television during the Olympics. Kiernan has
also used his voice in commercial radio
and television for American Express, IBM,
McDonald's, Walt Disney World and Days
Inns of America.
Kiernan studied communication arts,
concentrating in broadcasting, while at
)MU. By 1984, he was in Atlanta working
on the radio. His days were divided
between air time and making commercials to air later. The airtime on the radio
"got to be boring" because it was basically
doing the same thing over and over. "The
rest of the day was really enjoyable;' Kiernan says. He decided to pursue the advertising part of radio, and soon was working
as copywriter and later as a recruiter for a
recording studio.
In 1987, despite making more money
than he ever thought he would, Kiernan
decided to move to Miami and pursue a
career as a free-lance vo ice artist. "I
thought, 'I could wait until I am so; but
then I just figured, 'why not now?"' he
says. "I never set out to make moneY:'
The most important things to Kiernan
are enjoying his life and what he is doing.
"I am really lucky I get to do both;' he says.
"Most national [voice] jobs require
you to live in the big city, like New York or
Los Angeles;' says Kiernan, who now lives
in Tampa. He attributes part of his freelancing success to the connections he has
made over the years.
One of his favorite jobs is to do character voices for amusement parks. "It's just
like being a kid;' he says. The only thing he
finds more exciting than that is singing.
He played in bands during and after college, and still today finds himself very
active in music groups.
Kiernan says he considers himself an
"old hippie at heart" who is enjoying life
the best he can .
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Board of Directors
Nomination Form
The JMU Alumni Association is
accepting nominations for the 1999
election to fill annual vacancies on
its board of directors. All active members of the alumni association (those
providing financial support to the
university on an annual basis) are
eligible to serve in this important
role. Directors serve three-year terms,
are required to attend three meetings annually and assist in promoting
the university and the association's
programs as requested.
Alumni, faculty and staff members
and current students are invited to
nominate individuals that would
best represent the interests of more
than 62,000 alumni.
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Please provide a brief statement
detailing the nominee's qualifications to serve on the board
of directors.
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Nominator's name

Phone (day/evening)
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All nominees will be contacted to determine their interest in and qualifications
for membership on the JMU Alumni
Association Board of Directors. Unless
otherwise noted, we will inform the
nominee that you submitted his or her
name for consideration.

Nomination Deadline: April 30, 1999

Charles Marsh Cuttino is an assistant professor
of emergency medicine at the Medical College of
Virginia Hospitals. Charles and Laurie Anna live
in Norfolk.
Sandra L. Dean is a sales representative for PYA
Monarch food distributors.
Mary Michalski Deluca is senior director for
public relations for the Community College of
Baltimore County. Mary and Mark live in
Columbia, Md., with their daughter, Marisa Rose.
Glen Eastridge is the men's and women's head
tennis coach at Kutztown University.
Gary Gensler is a clinical trials biostatistician at
EMMES Corp. in Potomac, Md.
Chris Grefe received his M.B.A. in information
management from the University of Texas at
Austin in May 1998. He is a consultant for Price
Waterhouse Coopers' Information Technology
Strategy practice.
James E. Irre has opened a branch office in Virginia for the environmental consulting firm he
works for. James and Carrie live in Boyce with
their daughters, Kate and Anna.
Elizabeth Kamstra is education services project
coordinator for the National Society of Professional Engineers in Alexandria.
Kira Reed is a webmaster for SUMMA Tech. Inc.,
an aerospace company.
Kevin Rose (M.P.A./'92) is supervisor of legal
and policy action at RMC Inc.
Susan Hornalk Schools works with the call center and computer telephonography integration
group within the telecommunications department of Circuit City in Richmond.
Tom C. Sullivan and Claire H. Sullivan live in
Greensboro, N.C. Tom is a financial analyst with
Volvo Trucks of North America. Claire is a homemaker and free-lance copywriter.
Mary G. Walsh received her law degree from The
Dickinson School of Law at Pennsylvania State
University in June 1998.

1991
Susan Detwiler is an athletic trainer at Edinburg
High School. She lives in Edinburg, Texas, with
her children, Geordain and Brianna.

R.S.V.P.
Office of Alumni Relations
James Madison University
MSC 0302
Harrisonburg, VA 22807

Diane Glettenberg is a marketing specialist with
LIMRA International in Windsor, Conn. Diane
and Mark reside in Simsbury with their sons,
Conor, 3, and Christopher, 1.

Phone (888) )MU-ALUM
Fax: (540) 568-3494
E-mail: alumnUink@jmu.edu

E. Caperton Thomas is corporate controller at
Front Royal Inc.

1992
Rebecca E. Carpenter received an M.B.A. from
the Darden School at the University of Virginia in
May 1998.
Cassandra DeNunzio received an M.B.A. from
the Darden School at the University of Virginia in
May 1998.
Christopher Donaghy owns Kitchen Brokers, a
design firm in northern Virginia. Christopher
and Laura Douglas live in Mason Neck.
Trey Ellett is playing the role of Mark in the first
national tour of the Broadway musical "Rent:'
Rebecca Spaid Fitzgerald is director of marketing and public relations at the Virginia Museum
of Transportation in Roanoke. Rebecca is cochapter leader for JMU alumni in Roanoke and
an editor of the Roanoke Valley Alumnae Club
for Alpha Gamma Delta.
Shira Cline Goodfellow received her master's in
human resources management from George
Washington University, where she is human
resources services manager. Shira lives in Ashburn.
Leah Haworth received her second degree in
nursing from JMU and works at Rockingham
Memorial Hospital. Leah has a 5-month-old
daughter, Maya Lane.
Jeff Hicklin is a planning and analysis coordinator for the James City County Police Department.
Ruth A. Payne is director of campus ministry at
St. Albert's Newman Center, serving the Catholic
students at New Mexico State University.
Jennifer Powell received her accreditation from
the Public Relations Society of America. She lives
in Newark, Del.
Robert Allen Rentz is training to become a special agent with the U.S. Department of State.
Robert's first assignment will be at the New York
field office for two years before traveling overseas.
Dawn Terminella is a produce manager at Giant
Food. Dawn is also president of her community
association, Ramblewood at Daventry in Springfield.
Elizabeth Ann Witherspoon earned her master's
in information systems from George Mason University. Elizabeth and Tim live in South Riding.

1993
Jim Acosta is a general assignment reporter at
KTVT-TV in Dallas.
Nicole Ardoin completed a master's in environmental education at the University of Wisconsin. Nicole is the NSF traveling exhibition
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KY .................. 167
LA ....... ............. 70

MA .................345
MD .............. 4,074
ME....
...... 69
Ml..
....... 167
MN .. ..............101
MO .... ............. 110

MS .......... .......42
MT .......... ......... 25
NC .... .. ........ 2,097
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NH ....................85
NJ ................ 1,312
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ALUMNI STATISTICS
NM .......... ........84

NV ........ ......... .44
NY
..... 1,042
OH ........ ......... 382
OK ....
........45
OR ...
....... 113
PA .............. 1,549
RI .....
.......54
SC .................446
SD ............... ..... 8
TN ...... .......... .442
TX ....... ...... .. 654
UT ............ .......49
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Federal Government
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JMU Alumni
............. .......
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Median cla ss year
... 1984
Median age ....... .............
....... 36
Alumni with advanced degrees ............
.................. 8,513
Alumni with e-mail addresses
.... 3,799
Alumni living abroad ...................
...... 327
JMU Couples (both spouses are alumni) ..................... 4,052
Alumni who served on the JMU Board of Visitors ........... 33
Alumni who served as rector of the Board of Visitors ...... 1
Alumni who are JMU employees ..................................... 135
Bluestone Society (graduated 50+ years ago)
..... 2,500
Band Alumni membership.................
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ALUMNI CALENDAR
FEBRUARY

5-6

APRIL

7

Leadership Conference for alumni
volunteers

BAND ALUMNI CONSTITUENCY

NEW ENGLAND

Fredericksburg

Suzanne Bartlett Noble ('84)
(770) 565-3706 (HJ
e-mail: tunanoble@
aol.com

Dave Baker ('97)
(603) 886-8692 (HJ
email: david.baker@
ligplc.com

Tim Jackson ('85)
(540) 891-1957 (HJ
e-mail: tjackson@
pontificate.net

BLACK ALUMNI CHAPTER

Kelly Sheeran ('97)
(617) 562-4422 (HJ
email: kelly_sheeran@
percussion.com

Greater Peninsula (Newport News.
Yorktown and Williamsburg}

Rudy Jackson ('90)
(804) 262-4493 (HJ
e-mail: rjackson@rmc.edu
Jon Offley ('89)
(410) 869-9248(HJ
e-mail: joffley@
classic.msn.com

BLUESTONE CONSTITUENCY
Mary Spitzer Etter ('34)
(540) 434-7122 (HJ

CALIFORNIA
Los Angeles
Erika freihage ('93)
(310) 379-7445 (HJ
e-mail: efreihage@
calstate.edu

FLORIDA
SoU!hern
Kathy Adkins ('89)
(561 J852-9750 (HJ
e-mail: kathy.adkins@
guinness.com

GEORGIA:
Atlanra
Jim Murphy ('89)
(404) 370-0357 (HJ
e-mail: jmurp@mindspring.com

MARYLAND
Baltimore/Annapolis
Brian Walsh ('89)
(410) 472-4566 (HJ
e-mail: bdwalsh@
lnc.com

METRO WASHINGTON
Bill Dunn ('77)
(301 J JMU-OUKE (HOT LINE)
(703) 878-3317 (HJ
Chapter e-mail:
metrodukes@erols.com

NEW JERSEY/
NEW YORK METRO
Michelle LoVuolo ('97)
(718) 279-2696 (HJ
email: michelle.lovuolo@
ing-barings.com

NORTH CAROLINA
Charlo11e
Beth A. Carline ('90)
(704) 372-3388 (HJ
e-mail: carlineb@wentworthco.com

Triangle (Raleigh, Durham. Chapel
Hill}
Beth Yates Bernard ('88)
(919) 788-0949 (HJ
e-mail: Eyates@
co.wake.nc.us

PENNSYLVANIA
Philadelphia/Tri-Srare
Sean McCrae ('96)
(610) 927-5453(H)
I email: seanmccrae@
hotmail.com

VIRGINIA
Blue Ridge (Winchester and Fronr
Royal}
Brett Haynes ('88)
(540) 869-5826 (HJ
e-mail:
brett_haynes@
compuserve.com

Char/ouesville
Joe fix ('85)
(804) 974-1643 (HJ

15
16
17
19
20
22
23
24

Scott Satchell ('92)
(757) 989-0240 (HJ

Richmond

Kin Headley ('91 I
(804) 217-9766 (HJ
email: kinscomp@aol.com

Roanoke

Shenandoah Valley (Harrisonburg.
Staunton. Waynesboro and Lexington}
Sheri Wescott ('85)
(540) 434-8229 (HJ
e-mail: sheri_wescott@
merck.com

9-10

Richmond, Accepted Student Reception

Harrisonburg/JMU, Class Reunions '99

Tidewater, Accepted Student Reception
William & Mary, Basketball reception

•

12

Growth

South Florida (Miami), Baseball reception

21

VCU, Basketball reception
Northern Va., Accepted Student Reception
Roanoke, Accepted Student Reception
Washington, D.C., Conr,nuing Education:

Atlanta, Madison on the Move: Campus
Charlottesville, Cont1nu1ng Education:
Civil War

•

22

Washington, D.C., Professional Development:
Student Affairs Vice President Mark Warner

30

Senior Week (through May 8/

Contemporary Issues for Teachers

Beckie Fitzgerald ('92)
(540) 774-3598 (HJ
e-mail: beckie_fitz@
yahoo.com
Susan Larkin ('88)
(540) 776-8006
e-mail: susan.larkin@
wachovia.com

Richmond, Continu,ng Educatiorr. financial
Planning

27

Richmond, CAA reception

MAY
MARCH

5-6

Harrisonburg/JMU, Alumni Board of
Directors meeting

•

15

12

Winchester. Conrinu,ng Educariorr. Civil War

TBA Tidewater, Golf Tournament
TBA Shenandoah Valley, Golf Tournament

Tidewater, Madison on the Move: College
of Business Dean Robert Reid

Tidewater
Kenda Goldberg Council ('95)
(757) 539-5476 (HJ

•

16

Richmond, Madison on the Move: College
of Business Dean Robert Reid

~~;,,-

•

17
22

JUNE

4-5

Founder's Day
New York, Career Networking

Directors meeting

11

26-27
If you do not have a formal chapter
in your area. there may be an alumni
contact who coordinates events
periodically. Please visit

www.jmu.edu/
alumni/contacts.htm
for a complete list.

Harrisonburg/JMU, Alumni Board of
Washington, D.C., Golf Tournament
Harrisonburg/JMU, Duke Club
Golf Tournament

coordinator for World Wildlife Fund. She Jives
in Arlington.

Chris Broussard works for Phillips Publishing
International Inc. in Potomac, Maryland.

Lara Michelle Brittain received her M.M. from
Ithaca CoUege. She has been teaching choir at
Hylton High School since 1993.

Kay Gilliam is group
Charleston Golf Inc.

Jennifer Carbary is membership director at the
Port Clinton Area Chamber of Commerce in Port
Clinton, Ohio.
Brian Clark and Kristie Kimsey Clark ('94) live
in Harrisonburg. Brian is welJness coordinator
for RMH Wellness Center. Kristie is a reading
specialist.
Dan Durso works for Choicepoint in Marietta,
Georgia.
Erika Freihage is operations vice president on
the executive board of directors for the nonprofit organization Christmas in April, Long
Beach.
Veleka Studivant Gatling received her M.Ed.
from Old Dominion University. She is an assistant principal at Larchmont Elementary in Norfolk.
Karen Renee Gerard works for the School of Art
and Art History at JMU. Matthew C. Bingay
('94) is program director for WMRA-FM public
radio at JMU.
Laura M. Hilbert received her master of library
science from Kent University in May 1998. She is
the reference and slide librarian at the Cleveland
Institute of Art.
Cheryl Freeman Holmes and Scott Harris
Holmes ('91) are both in outside sales for computer hardware.
Paul Hunter and Laura live in St. Louis, Mo.
Lee Moore Rhodes and Eric Rhodes ('94) work
in Charlotte, N. C. Lee works on the marketing
commun ications team in the global treasury and
trade department at NationsBank. Eric is underwriting manager for EquiFirst Corp.

sales manager for

Maura Twohey Karry teaches math and reading
at Pennington High School. Maura and Alec live
in Centreville.

William Neurohr is a business banker for
NationsBank. William and Erin live in Charlotte,
N.C.
David Perry is superintendent of recreation for
Wicomico County, Md.
Eric Rhodes and Lee Moore Rhodes ('93) work
in Charlotte, N.C. Eric is an underwriting manager for EquiFirst Corp. Lee works on the marketing communications team in the global treasury and trade department at NationsBank.
Elizabeth Mason Roach lives in Richmond and
is a multi line claims adjuster with Utica National
Insurance Group.
Leslie Michelle Sadoff received her master's in
accounting from San Diego State University.
Leslie passed the CPA exam and is an accountant
with Arthur Anderson. She lives in San Diego.
Jennifer Cooper Stuckey and Chris Stuckey
('95) have moved to Charlottesville where Chris
works for State Farm Insurance. They have a
daughter, Olivia Jean.
Amy Tice completed her master's in political science at the University of Pennsylvania. Amy is
assistant field hockey coach at Central Michigan
University.
Darrick B. Van Atta received her law degree
from The Dickinson School of Law at Pennsylvania State University in June 1998.

Robyn Davis Sekula is the business editor of the

1994
Mike Baldwin and Sarah Baldwin ('95) live in
Pittsburgh.
Steven T. Barham and Elena Marie Durso
Barham ('96) live in Herndon and both work for
Loudoun County Public Schools.

THE liREAT
AfflERICAD PASTlfflE

Ursula A Koenig graduated from Drake University Law School with honors in May 1998. She is
serving a one-year clerkship with the Hon.
William W. Wenner of the Court of Special
Appeals of Maryland.

News-Press in St. Joseph, Mo.
Nancy Gail Trent has earned her medical surgical nurse certification. Nancy is a preceptor staff
nurse on a diabetes care unit at Roanoke Memorial Hospital.

Sarah Baldwin completed her master's in
health care administration at the Un iversity of
Maryland. Sarah and Mike Baldwin ('94) live
in Pittsburgh.

1995
The class of l 995's arboretum amphitheater and
garden are becoming a reality. Thanks to all the
class members who supported the 1995 Senior
Class Challenge, the amphitheater is 90 percent
complete. Twenty percent more seating has been
added, additional plants and trees are being
planted at the top of the theater adjacent to University Boulevard to reduce sound coming from
the road, and a rock wall and water fountain are
being built near the new entrance to the Arboretum. Campaign leaders ask that classmates continue to fulfill their pledges so that the remaining
work can be completed. To make a gift, please call
(800) 296-6162.

In the great American pastime, Gina
Little ('94) and Shaun O'Neal ('96) have
found there's more than one way to be a
player. The kinesiology graduates landed
full-time sports marketing jobs for the
Frederick Keys, the Orioles' minor league
franchise in Maryland.
"Baseball is my life;' says former Dukes'
pitcher O'Neal. He now says the next best
thing to playing baseball is working in
baseball. But competition is stiff. "This
market is very competitive;' he says, feeling lucky that both he and Little got their
feet in the door through summer internships. "For me, this isn't work, really, ...
it's fun."
In addition to their regular hours, Little
and O'Neal work every home game during
the baseball season, which runs April
through August. Last year, that meant
being on hand for 70 games. Little, who
works with tickets, found herself in the box
office and handling group parties, while
O'Neal, who works in public relations,
roamed the stadium making sure the public
announcements were running smoothly.
The Keys, the Orioles' Class A affiliate,
enjoyed a fan following of 300,000 last
summer. That following, plus their popularity, rank the Keys in the top 10 of Class
A baseball, a rating the team has kept for
at least the past 10 years, O'Neal says.
Both Little and O'Neal agree that
JMU's kinesiology department helped
prepare them well for their profession.
Both concentrated in sports management,
in which business classes play a valuable
part. And both also interned in JMU's
sports media relations, where they worked
for Curt Dudley compiling and updating
baseball statistics and records.
Former Dukes golfer Little says the
program's internship requirement was
vital to her sports marketing education.
"You get to do a little bit of everything;'
she says. "It is the best way to figure out
what you like doing!'
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Lora Cummins Bennett and Jesse R. Bennett III
have two children, Lora and Jesse.
Crispin S. Blanchette is assigned to Naval Air
Reserve at the Naval Air Station North Island,
San Diego.

BUSIDESS TO BROADWAY
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Marketing major Charlene Carabeo {'92) never
thought she would find herself where she is today. In
January 1995, Carabeo landed
the part of Gigi Van Traughn
in Miss Saigon for a national touring company. For 2-1/2 years she traveled to places
such as Seattle, Portland, Houston, and
Orlando. Then in May 1997, after her last
show in New Orleans, she moved to New
York City and has been playing the same
part on Broadway ever since.
"This is something I never really dreamt
of doing;' she says with an innocent laugh,
"especially since I was a business major."
Yet as a former Madisonian and music
minor, Carabeo did have her feet in the
water early.
After graduation, she had been the
solo production singer for one of Carnival
Cruise Lines' ships. Upon her return
home, she saw a production of Miss Saigon
in Washington, D.C. and her interest in
auditioning for the touring group sparked.
Tour life is completely different than
Broadway, but Carabeo feels both have
had their own rewards. "The hardest part
[of touring] was that you had to pack up
your life;' she says. The cast relationships
during tour are really important, because
they are "all that you have sometimes. On
Broadway, everyone basically has a separate life." Carabeo feels the switch worked
well for her, because back in 1995 she felt
like such a "freebird." Now she is happy to
be settling down with more stability.
Keeping her role fresh and new every
night is a personal challenge for Carabeo.
"You always have a different audience and
different things to work off of from your
cast members, which makes your performance just a little bit different every
night;' she says. By taking a role such as
this, she feels she has had the opportunity
to grow and improve her singing, acting
and dancing.
"What I am doing didn't really register;' she says, "until I went to my 10-year
high school reunion recently. Everyone
really made me feel like I had done something with my life.
"But knowing I am here ... I know there
is another step up;' she says. Carabeo has
auditioned for films and other productions, something she never thought possible. "Doors have just kept opening for me.
I never expected to walk through the
doors I have walked through."

Laura C. Braz received her M.S. in communicative disorders from East Tennessee State University. She works at Easley Head and Neck Surgery
in Easley, S.C.
Tamara Christman received her M.Ed. from Virginia Commonwealth University. She is a middle
and high school guidance counselor with
Loudoun County Public Schools. Tamara is a
participant in women's body building.
Torrey Weiss Creed received her M.S. from the
University of Pennsylvania. Torrey does psychological research with the Children's Hospital of
Philadelphia.
Molly Conlon-Hogan and Patrick Hogan live
outside Philadelphia. Molly is an administrator at
Bryn Mawr College, and Patrick teaches high
school.
Bob Horsch and Serena Horsch moved to Suriname in July as Peace Corps volunteers.
Alexis McCombs received her M.B.A. in August
1998. She completed work as a casting assistant
for Touchstone Picture's Enemy of the State starring Will Smith and Gene Hackman.
Colleen Murphy lives in the United Arab Emirates where she conducts research for an international investment and consulting organization.
Tiffanie Nicole Rosier received her master's of
arts in higher education from Western Kentucky
University in 1997. She is an area coordinator in
the residence life office at JMU.
Martha Shute received her M.A. from Union
Theological Seminary and Presbyterian School
of Christian Education in June 1998.
Frank J. Sparacino Jr. received his law degree
from the State University of New York at Buffalo
School of Law in June 1998, and sat for the New
York State bar exam in July.
Brian E. Tetro graduated in the top 20 percent of
his class from the Villanova University School of
Law in May 1998. Brian clerks for the Pennsylvania Court of Common Pleas.
Doug Weiler and Amy Herbster Weiler {'96)
live in Springfield. Doug is a software engineer
with Bell Atlantic. Amy teaches third grade for
Stafford County Public Schools.

Jennifer A. Leet is an assistant biologist for
DuPont's agricultural products division m
Newark,Del.
Rodney F. Macklin is a video producer for Heilig
Meyers Furniture.
Shawn E. Miller received his M.A. in English
from (he University of Virginia in May 1998.
Carol Morse completed her master's at New York
University in May. Carol is a development associate at Americans for the Arts in New York.
Kelley Lyn O'Dell received her M.P.A. from the
Maxwell School of Citizenship and Public Affairs
at Syracuse University. Kelley is an executive analyst for the social security administration as part
of the presidential management intern program.
Kristen Post is a seventh-grade teacher in the
Fairfax County Public School system.
Michele Repass (M.Ed.) teaches third grade in
Fredericksburg.
Elizabeth Jane Wenzel is a kindergarten teacher
at Brighton Elementary School in Portsmouth.

1997
Cynthia Williams Chalker received her master's
in social service and master's in Jaw and social
policy from Bryn Mawr College in May 1998. She
is a U.S. presidential management intern for
1998-2000 and works at the Social Security
Administration in Baltimore.
Steven Colder is a financial analyst for Bowles,
Hollowell, Conner & Co. in Charlotte;N.C.
Yuji Koga is a senior associate for Dreman Value
Management LLC in New York City.
Rachel Leigh Lark is a second-grade teacher at
Spotswood Elementary School.

1998
Jen Cavanaugh is a marketing assistant & special
events coordinator for Turf Valley Resort & Conference Center in Ellicott City, Md.
Scott M. Ryman is a software engineer at Sprint
in Herndon.

199G
Jason W. Adkins is an account executive with
KMC Telecom in Roanoke.
Michael Ciccarello is a lead buyer with Carmax.

WEDDINGS
197 8

Kari A. Cluverius teaches fourth grade at Great
Bridge Intermediate and lives in Chesapeake.
Ryan D. Kula is a hosting technician for WorldWeb Ltd. in Alexandria.

John M. Hubley to Susan T. Santanna, June
6, 1998.

.....

19 83
Neil F. Kyle to Tracy Catherine Meltzer, April
18, 1998.
Pamela Randolph Stevens to Eric Schulz, June
27, 1998.

19 84
Steven W. Lockard to Claire Marie Comar, April
19, 1997.

Christine Smith to Joseph Kinsky, June 20, 1998.
Veleka Studivant to Perez Gatling, Dec. 7, 1996.

199 4
Valerie Suzanne Blase to Robert Oliva, July
31, 1997.
Chris Broussard to Karen Phillips, May 9, 1998.

Amy Herbster to Doug Weiler ('95) , Aug.
8, 1998.
Kimberly Luczkovich to Christopher Smedley,
July 25, 1998.
Suhana Adhur Mally to Prithvi Rai, July 6, 1998.
Aaron M. Pritchett to Em ily Forrest, July
25, 1998.

Ashley Glazebrook to Jeff Schott, Aug. 29, 1998.

Jennifer Rourke to Mike Felton on Aug. 9, 1997.
Megan Tillery to John Boyett, July 11, 1998.

19 85

Melissa Ann Hood to Michael F. Dow, Aug.
30, 1997.

Mary Spencer Meador to Scott Martin, June
6, 1998.

William Neurohr to Erin McDonough, June
20, 1998.

I 987
Marcy Brizzola to Mark Allen Smith, Nov.
15, 1997.

Jennifer Ellen Thompson to Benjamin Walker,
July 4, 1998.
Nancy Yago to Rob Adams, July 3, 1998.

Theresa D. Woodard to Chris W. Gillis, Aug.
16, 1997.
Amy Louise Wright to Brent Andrew Bowles
('98) , May 16, 1998.

I 997

199 5

Lisa Gayle French to Thomas Wixted ('96),
Aug. 15, 1998.

Kevin Morse to Kirsten Erickson,Aug. 16, 1997.

Karen Segermark to Chris Johnson, Aug.
23, 1997.

Stephanie Neubert to Chri stopher Franklin,
June 20, 1998.

1988

Heather E. Shell to James D. Cooper, Dec.
3, 1997.

Jennifer C. Phillips to James F. Bast Jr., July
4, 1998.

Adrienne Grant to Brad Hartgerink, May
11 , 1998.

Robert L. Parrish Jr. to Jane Laurie Hastings,
June 13, 1998.

198 9
Sally King to Hank Laws, July 11, 1998.

Alison Sutton to Erik Ryan, May 17, 1998.

1 9 96
Janet Barber to Jeffrey M. Zegna,Aug. I, 1998.

19 9D

Virginia Ann Bolen to Kirk Taylor Perry, July
18, 1998

Lorraine Brincka to Gene Sekera, November
1997.

Elena Marie Dursa to Steven T. Barham ('94),
Aug. I , 1998.

FUTUU

nous

I 97 3
Dennis Hupp and Donna, a daughter, Miley
Kathryn, June 6, 1998. She joins big brother,
David Lee.
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Andrea Lynn DiCarlo to David E. Cohen, April
1998.
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Gary Gensler to Elizabeth Miller.June 21, 1998.
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Kristin Coverlyto James Chesnutt,May 3, 1997.
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Suzanne McGrath to Tom Keith, June 6, 1998.
Julie Palumbo to Chris Villa.July 19, 1997.
Bianca Penalver to Thomas Zinzi, June 27, 1998.

199 2
Tasha Brooks to Reginald Dickerson ('89), July
18, 1998.
Jennifer L. Dopp to John W. Riggleman Jr., May
16, 1998.
Beth Porten to Jason Nicholls, Dec. 13, 1997.
Elizabeth Ann Witherspoon to Tim Hubbard,
July 25, 1998.

19 93
Jennifer Carbary to Bill Loehle, July 1997.
Cheryl Freeman to Scott Harris Holmes ('91),
April 1997.
Karen Renee Gerard to Matthew C. Bingay
('94), May 1997.
Paul Hunter to Laura McManus, June 6, 1998.
Jennifer Erin Mauk to James Manning, June
27, 1998.
Meghan Sheridan to Michael Brooks, March
8, 1997 .

Last summer alumni from the Shenandoah Valley and
Richmond Chapters called to thank donors in the valley and
Richmond areas for supporting JMU academics with a gift
to the Annual Fund. Hundreds of parents and alumni
expressed their alf'pt"edatti!o 0f getting a personal
thank-yo~ di'utiim:g
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I 9 76
Sharon Wilt Fratta-Hill and Mark Fratta, a son,
Joshua Nathan, Dec. 5, 1997. He joins siblings,
Amanda Nicole, 17, and Christopher Ryan, 3.

I 977
Benjamin Skinker, a daughter Peyton Margaret,
Nov. 6, 1997. She joins sister, Vaughan Elizabeth, 4.

I 97B
Margaret Slattery Bussell and Patrick adopted a
daughter, Julia Natalie, April 10, 1998. She joins
Christian, 16, and Joshua, 13.

I 979
Robert L. Wright and Joan, Angela Christine,
Nov. 17, 1997.

turns your computer
into a radio!
Listen to the CAA tournament on
www.broadcast.com.
Follow the Dukes on the road to the Final Four.
CAA tournament Men: Feb. 24-28
Women: March 3-6
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The JM UAlumni Association presents basketball
on the Internet! Catch the action from any locati on. You have to hear it to believe it.
To listen to the Dukes action live, you will need
ReadlAudio Software, which you can download
free of charge. For specific downloading and
installation instructions and to access the broadcasts, go to AudioNet's web site at
www.broadcast.com/sportslncaaljamesmadison
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Cross Country Cooking
1996 Master-Craft Printers
ISBN 0870125702
By Laurie Little ('BO) and
Mary Beth Gwyer

Nestled in the
mountains of West
Virginia, the White
Grass Cafe caters to
cross-country skiers
coming in from the
cold. Cafe managers
Little and Gwyer have
collected their favorite
recipes from 16 years
of natural food cooking to create Cross
Country Cooking so that the taste of Canaan
Valley is no longer limited just to skiers.
Th e Cafe and now the cookbook are known
for its diverse array of ethnic foods, homemade foods and vegetarian dishes.

I 9BD
Barbara Richardson Johnson and Brady, a
daughter, Lydia Maris, July 13, 1997. She joins big
sister, Emma, 5.

I 9B2
Jeffrey S. Kidd (M.B.A./'84) and Wendy, a son,
Jarrod Reese, March 12, 1998. He joins Justin
Myles,2.

I 9B3
Cynthia A. Duke and James T. Duke ('82), a
son, Timothy, May 1998. He joins siblings, Ashley
and J.T.
Anne E. Goodwin and William G. Nelson, a son,
Noah William, June 2, 1998. He joins sister, Ashby
Rose.
Rhonda Jones-Peterson and Eric Peterson, a
daughter, Olivia Maryah, March 4, 1998.
Carolyn Cooper Mustin and Tom, a daughter,
Hayley Elizabeth, June 30, 1998. She joins brothers, Tyler and Will.

Annette Britt Kortdkrax and Kevin, a son,
Matthew Ryan, Dec. 7, 1997. He joins sister, Brittany Lauren, 3.
Jill Marks Yamane and Grover, a son, Miles Kunihiro, Jan. 13, 1998. He joins big brother, Maxwell.

I 9B7
Laura LaRose Brazier and Paul, a son, Mitchell
Christian, Feb. 24, 1998.
Cynthia Campbell Chaos and Stephen Chaos
('88), a daughter, Megan Claire, March 31, 1998.
She joins sister, Holly Paige.
Lynn Hobson Foran and Jay, a daughter, Callan
Lee, April 22, 1997. She joins big brother, Jameson, 2.
Donald Keith Groce and Elizabeth, a daughter,
Olivia Elizabeth, June 30, 1998. She joins big sisters, Emily and Mary Brandon.
Jeanne Miller Jenkins and Rick, a son, Robert
William, Sept. 28, 1997.
Pamela Michele Rolfes Keffer and Timothy, a
daughter, Alexandra on Sept. 22, 1997. She joins
sisters, Jillian and Cory.
Carolyn Reese Swaney and Dennis, a daughter,
Meagan Jean, July 22, 1998.
Elaine Miles Yeatman and Steve a daughter,
Jeanne, June 12, 1997. She joins brothers, Timothy Wayne, 5, and Kyle Matthew, 3.
Lorene Salisbury Wendelin, a son, Peter Harris,
Dec. 8, 1997.

I 9BB
Kim Clarke Allen and Pat Allen a son, Sean
Patrick, Nov. 26, 1997. He joins sister,Audrey, 3.
Janine Johansson Bracken and Tim, a son,
Andrew James, June 10, 1998. He joins big
brother, Thomas.

I 984

Tammy Smith Drapeaux and George, a daughter, Delana Paige, July 20, 1998. She joins big
brother, Benjamin.

John P. Hoffman and Lynn, a son, Brandon Karl,
Jan. 13, 1998. He joins big brothers, Brian and
Christopher.

Dawn Taylor Frese and William, a daughter,
Madison Riley, May 20, 1998. She joins big sister,
Regan Danielle.

I 9B5

Craig S. Leavitt and Angela, a daughter, Grace
Catherine, June 13, 1998. She joins sister, Sterling
Elizabeth.

Laurie Brounley Bready and Samuel Estes
Bready ('84), a daughter, Lindsay Kathleen, April
15, 1998. She joins siblings, Samuel Thomas and
Madison Elizabeth.

Melissa Robinson Link and Michael, a daughter,
Megan Ashby, March 12, 1998. She joins big
brother, Joey.

Jennifer David Hincks and Stephen, a daughter,
Courtney Jenkins, Aug. 29, 1997. She joins Lauren, 4, and Stephen Jr., 2-1/2.

Nancy Blessing Mammano and Vince, a son,
Dominic Arthur, June 4, 1998. He joins big
brother, Frank.

Karen Moore Perry and Michael, a son, Brandon
Davis, Nov. 8, 1997. Brandon joins big sister, Lauren Elyse, 2-1/2.

Julie Stith Nicol and Ed, a daughter, Blair Marie,
April I, 1998. She joins big brother, Brett Wilson.

Maria Lusick Pittarelli and Ben Pittarelli ('84),
a daughter, Olivia Grace, June I, 1998. She joins
brother, Matthew Gregory.

Carla Anderson Tyree and Alan, a daughter,
Michaela Victoria, Sept. 3, 1997.

19 B6

Nicole Gerdeman Witoslawski and Mark, a son,
Ryan John, April 24, 1998. He joins big sister,
Erica Anne.

Stephen J. Harris and Debra Irvin, a son, Timothy Stephen, Jan. 22, 1998.

Melissa Amos Young and Donnovan, a son,
Donnovan Maharis II, July 8, 1997.

Theresa Ferrara Heenan and Jack, a daughter,
Kathleen Amanda, Feb. 9, 1998.

19 89

199 2

Kira Soults Brunjes and Christopher Brunjes, a
son,Justin Kenneth, June 19, 1998.

Jessamyn Badger Ayers and Scott Ayers, a son,
Benjamin William, May 5, 1998.

Jeannette Brill Calhoun and Ken Calhoun, a
son, Joseph Noah, June 18, 1998.

Alicia Cundiff Clary and Ricky, a daughter, Ashley Ann, May 4, 1998.

Carolyn Wadsworth Frongello and Gregory
Frongello ('91), a daughter, Madison Grace, July
IO, 1998.

Rachel Zimmerman Feiner and Lance Feiner, a
daughter, Mara Natalie, Aug. 23, 1998.

Jennifer Rowland Gruber and James, a son, Joseph
Albert, June 6, 1998. He joins big brother, John.
Laura Comly Whittman and Scott ('89), a
daughter, Taylor Anderson, June 10, 1998.

19 9D
Cynthia R. Abesa and Sean S. Hogle ('90), a son,
Broderick Cenon, June 25, 1998.
Stephanie Rohdenburg Clark and Lee, a son,
Casey Robert, May 29, 1998. He joins older
brother, Connor.

Leah Haworth, a daughter, Maya Lane, March
16, 1998.
Kris Kuester (M.A./'93) and Eric Kuester, a
daughter, Megan Elizabeth, Jan. 19, 1998.
Kimberly Wright Sebrell (M.A./'97) and Brian
Sebrell, a son, Jack Wright, July 29, 1998.
Amy Christine Alexander Willard and Jeffrey, a
son, Jacob Alexander, June 22, 1998.
Craig Williams and Julie, a son, Joshua Craig,
Aug.2, 1998.

19 93

Mary Michalski Deluca and Mark, a daughter,
Marisa Rose, July 16, 1998.

Andrea Powell Arcona and Joe Arcona ('94), a
daughter, Anna Marin, April 3, 1998.

Noelle Reese Manning and Jerry, a son, Reese
Broderick, June 9, 1998.

Lisa Crabbs Clabbers and Dan, a daughter,
Emily Elizabeth, Feb. 24, 1997.

Darleen Mclamb Musgnung and Jeff, a son,
John Garland, March 26, 1998. He joins big sister,
Dana Lynn.

Mari Hines and Kevin Early ('90), a son, Kevin
Malik, Nov. 20 1997.

Kristen Ladden Prachar and Robert F. Prachar,
Jr. ('89), a daughter, Madeline Rose, April 16, 1998.
Thomas C. Sullivan and Claire H. Sullivan, a
son, Patrick Dalton Sullivan, April 3, 1998.
Leslie Shropshire Wallace and Dan, a son,
Jeremy Michael, June 1, 1998. He joins big
brother, Brad.

19 91
Jamie Arnold and Amanda, a son, Jackson Jamison, Aug. 19, 1998.
Rachel Towers Cole and Dan Cole ('87) , a son,
Jacob Andrew, March 7, 1998.

19 94
Susan Firth Barry and John Barry ('95), a son,
Owen Firth, May 14, 1998.
Amy Kellison Callan and Richard Callan ('96),
a daughter, Megan Rose, June 20, 1998.
Alison Hillow Duenke! and Douglas, a daughter,
Halle Elizabeth, March 4, 1998.
Christopher Ghion, and Theresa, a son, Dylan
James, June 10, 1998.
Courtney Smith Karam and Bernard John Karam
II ('93), a daughter, Taylor Ann, July 25, 1998.

19 95

Deneen Farthing Costic and Royce Lee Costic,
a son, Eliot Calvin, March 25, 1998.

Mary Eileen Besachio and Michael Justin Besachio, a son, Saverio James, July 4, 1998.

Traci Black Feldhousen and Matt, a son, Joshua
Steven, June 12, 1998.

Kristin Crowder and Ed Crowder ('94), a son,
Jacob Andrew, May 12, 1998.

Kerry Nadwodny Heck and Roy, a son, Jordan
Roy, July 2, 1998.
Timothy John McDevitt and Ellen, a son, Sean
Dominic Elijah, Feb. 25, 1998. He joins big
brother, Jared.
Russ Newman (M.A./'94) and Faith, a daughter,
Cassidy Margaret, July 2, 1998.

Kim Webb Shoemaker and Rick Shoemaker
{'90), a daughter, Emma Grace, June 24, 1998. She
joins siblings, Savannah and Ricky.
Shannon Dawson Smith and William, a son,
William Andrew, May 16, 1998.
Tammy Reynolds Wyland and Gregory, twins
Matthew Gregory and William Richard, Feb.
24, 1998.

19 96
Kristen Fleshwood Walker and Scott, a daughter, Claire Elizabeth, May 6, 1998.

IN MEMORIAM
19 48
Gloria A. Bruckner, May 13, 1998.

19 62
Mary Stuart Jenkins Woodburn, May 17, 1998.

19 73
Richard Basil Leitch, Jan. 19, 1998.

19 88
Edward H. Radcliffe Jr., July 4, 1998 .

.......

A EODSERUATOR'S TOUCH

Sculptures by artists such as Picasso,
Matisse and Warhol can stun and inspire
awe in most of us lucky enough to visit a
museum and view them in person. But
touching them is something we will never
get to do.
Actually handling them is left to a
select few who are charged with conserving their fine beauty. As a sculpture and
objects conservator in the Sculpture Conservation Department at the Museum of
Modern Art (MoMA) in New York City
Roger Griffith ('83), is o ne of the few.
He is responsible for the care and
preservation of several art collections.
"What I do specifically is examine and
treat sculpture and design objects in the
permanent collection;' Griffith says.
"In a conservation laboratory, our job
is to preserve the works of art in the collection. Sometimes this means that we
need to actually conserve or restore the
object;' he explains.
"Restoring can involve cleaning and
polishing, or just dusting. It can also be
much more than that. We conservators are
also involved with the examination of
works of art to ensure their safety and stability when they travel to other museums."
An object can be too fragile to travel,
however, and if that's the case, Griffith
must state a case for it to stay safely put.
The future conservator began his art
career at )MU with a B.F.A. in comprehensive design. He then apprenticed in the
Sherman Fairchild Center for Object Conservation at the Metropolitan Museum.
Griffith then attended graduate school at
the Royal College of Art in London, England, for three years.
Before moving to New York permanently, he spent three months in Amsterdam as a Kress Fellow at the Stedelijk
Museum, where he surveyed plastics in the
museum's furniture design collection for a
publication on 2oth_century furniture.
Griffith has also published several
articles in conservation journals and presented papers at international conferences.
Looking back, Griffith says JMU art
professors Steve Zapton and Miyata
Masako had a great impact on his career.
"They both taught me how to see and have
passion for the arts:'
As for the incredible sculptures Griffith
handles day in and day out, he says, "the
list goes on and on."
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CONNECTIONS
UNIVERSITY INFORMATION
JMU Home Page: www.jmu.edu/

Explore the links. More pages are coming
online every day.

JMU Travel Program, please call 1540)
568-3193 or find us on the web at
www.jmu.edu/external/parents or e-mail
us at parent@jmu.edu

News and Events:

www.jmu.edu/mediarel/releases.html

FESTIVE OCCASIONS

Main Campus Phone Numbe~

Founder's Day • March 17, 1999
Class Reunions for '34, '39, '44. '49. '54 ,'59
• April 9-10. 1999
Spring Commencement • May 8. 1999
Summer Commencement • July 30. 1999
Homecoming • Oct. 22-24. 1999
Parents Weekend • Oct. 29-31, 1999
JMU Art Auction • April 15-16, 2000

1540) 568-6211
Campus Activities Information:

1540) 568-6138
Admissions:

1540) 568-6147, Via the web. connect
from the JMU home page
Continuing Education: 1540) 568-7088

ARTS AND LECTURES

Spons Hot Line:

MATH AND SCIENCE

Home Page:

Life Science Museum, Mineralogy
Museum. Wells Planetarium and lectures:
Information 1540) 568-3508

OFFICE OF PARENT AND
CONSTITUENT RELATIONS
Parents are part of the JMU community
For information about Parents Weekend,
Parents Council, the arboretum and the

JOIN THE ALUMNI ACTION
Address:

46

DUKES IN-DEPTH

Theater, dance, galleries. music and lectures: Box Office 1540) 568-7000

JMU Office of Alumni Relations
Chandler Hall, Suite 133.
MSC 0302
Harrisonburg, VA 22807

1540) JMU-6397
For scores and highlights Iupdated regularly)

Tear out this guide and keop 1r
handy in your phone book

DIVISION OF DEVELOPMENT

•

-

.

Attend the Civil War lnstitute's

"Winds of War"

DUKE CLUB OFFICE
[540) 568-6461
[540] 568-6420
E-mail:
richeyml@jmu.edu
Home page: www.jmu.edu/dukeclub
Through the Duke Club, thousands of
alumni, parents, friends and businesses
support JMU's student athletes in the
classroom and on the field of play.

June 25-28, 1999

Phone:

Fax:

JMU's quarterly university news and
human interest magazine reaches 70,000
alumni. parents. faculty and staff members,
friends, and donors.1540) 568-3191;
E-mail: montpelier@
jmu.edu and online:
www.jmu.edu/external/mont

1540) 568-6234
1888) JMU-ALUM
Fax:
1540) 568-3494
E-mail:
alumni_link@jmu.edu
Home Page: www.jmu.edu/alumni/

The JMU Alumni Associarion supporrs
rhe univemiy mission by prov1d1ng alumni
w1ih programs and acrivtiies like career
nerworking, alumni chaprers. reunions.
Homecoming and conrinu1ng educarion.

Phone:

Reach the right people

Make a difference. You can invest in
JMU's future by making a gift that benefits academic programs and scholarships.
Please contact the Division of University
Development for more information.
Phone:
[800] 296-6162
[540] 568-3196
Fax:
[540] 574-4076
E-mail:
henry2c1@jmu.edu

www.jmu.edu/sportsinfo/
Find news releases. team rosters. schedules.
results, ticket information, coaches'
biographies and e-mail addresses
E-mail: sports-info@
jmu.edu
For information and inquiries
Phone: 1540) 568-6154
Sports Media Relations welcomes
inquiries. comments and suggestions.

Toll Free:

..d_

MONTPELIER

J

JMU's eighth annual Civil War Institute will
explore the issues and events that made the
U.S. sectional crisis an irrepressible conflict.
With background work conducted at JMU, the
institute will visit and evaluate the significance
of events at Harper's Ferry and Washington. O.C.;
examine Arlington and Alexandria to understand
the myriad reasons that Virginians found for
secession; and conduct an in-depth analysis of
the first Battle of Manassas.
Organized and led by JMU history department
professors. the institute will strive to integrate
the local, state and national stories as well as
the interest of the participants as they walk the
battlefields. Limited to 50 participants. Registration deadline: May 31.
Call (540) 568-6169 for details.
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The alumni office welcomes news for class notes that is
no more than a year old. Please send notice after weddings
and births have occurred and after degrees have been
completed. Is this a wedding notice?Did you remember to
include both spouses' names (including maiden), class years,
wedding date and hometown? Is this a birth announcement? Did you remember to include both parents' names,
class years, child's name, birth date and siblings' names?
Please anticipate that it will take approximately six months,
or two issues, for your class note to appear in Montpelier
We appreciate your patience.

ou just get married?

I

T
y

Please submit your class note to the Office of Alumni Relations.

·family?

Is there an addition to'
\
Let your classmates know what's going on in y

Full Name (include maiden)--- - - - - - - -- - - Class Year
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Phone: home (

State _ __

ZIP _ _ __

work (

E-mail-------------------------Spouse (include maiden ) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - JMU Class Year _ __

CLASS NOTE

Preparing for your career took
years. Planning your retirement
deserves just as much time .

...! .,
1.,

Planning a successful retirement takes time. Its
never too early to start, because well-established,
well-respected continuing care retirement communities such as Sunnyside often have long waiting
lists. Our list grows each month as people like you
choose to protect their assets and their future .
At Sunnyside, you can be confident that everything you need for a fulfilling and independent

lifestyle will be close at hand: companionship, a
private cottage and a full range of services, including health care, all in one community. Do yourself and your family a favor. Call or write to find
out more about retirement living at
..J.

SunS~side~
Presbyterian Retirement Community

100 Sunnyside Dr., Ste. A • Harrisonburg, VA 22801-8438
(540)568-8200 • (800)237-2257 • Sunnyside@Sunnyside-retirement.com

G:t

EQVALl+OUSING
OPPORTUNITY

You've already done the hard part.
The rest is easy.

JMU
James Madison University
Division of University Development, MSC 8602
800 S. Main St.
Harrisonburg, VA 22807

Address Service Requested
100247

Nonprofit Organization
U.S. POSTAGE PAID
Harrisonburg, Virginia
Permit No. 4

JMU ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
Class reunions can be a very exciting time for you and your
classmates. Celebrating these momentous occasions is fun for
alumni of all ages. Whether it's your fifth or your 50th, reunions
are a time to return "home" to rekindle treasured friendships,
develop new ones and relive the memories that made your college
experience a significant time in your life.
As the number of our alumni increases each year, reunions are a wonderful
way for you to stay in touch with your classmates and return to your alma mater
to see the changes which have taken place since your graduation. These changes
may seem dramatic, but the character and traditions that are the heart of James
Madison University remain.
One of the most enjoyable and challenging aspects of my job is working with
alumni volunteers in planning a fun-filled and memorable event that classmates will
always remember The challenge of getting alumni back to campus requires the help
and assistance of alumni serving on reunion planning committees. Much of the success
in getting alumni back to campus comes from the classmates themselves getting in
touch with one another This personal contact has proven to be the key to increased
participation and enthusiasm in having a successful class reunion.
Join members of your class in planning a reunion so exciting that you will never
want to miss another. For more information on how to assist with a reunion planning
committee , please contact me in the Office of Alumni Relations.
I want you to be as proud of JMU as JMU is of you. If you have a class reunion
coming up and have not made plans to attend, please do so immediately. While there
has been great change here, you will find JMU as friendly and welcoming as the day
you first stepped foot on campus.
Making Madison Memories,

DISTINGUISHED

AWARDS

Each year. the JMU Alumni Association honors four individuals who have a record of distinction with JMU
in their professions. communities and society at large.
The Distinguished Alumni Awards recognize distinguished achievement and service of JMU's graduates. Named in honor of the university's
fourth president, the Ronald E. Carrier Distinguished Alumni Achievement Award recognizes an individual who has excelled
in his or her field and has attained recognition by other professionals or peers as an outstanding accomplished member of the field. The

Distinguished Alumni Service Award recognizes an individual whose dedication and volunteer commitment have significantly
enhanced the goals and mission of the university and the JMU Alumni Association and/or who have given of themselves for the
enrichment of others and the betterment of their communities.
The Faculty/Staff Recognition Awards recognize excellence in teaching and service among the university's faculty and staff.
The James Madison Distinguished Faculty Award recognizes professional achievement inside the classroom through
excellence in classroom teaching and student motivation and through participation and professional activities outside of the

~

classroom. The James Madison Distinguished Service Award recognizes a faculty or staff member whose service to

Acting Director of Alumni Relations
JMU and/or the local, national or international communities has continually advanced the mission and goals of the institution.
The JMU Alumni Board of Directors encourages your support. If you know of an individual who best represents the qualities
of these awards, please take the opportunity to submit a nomination to the Office of Alumni Relations at Chandler Hall, Suite

VOLUNTEER
PROFILE

133, MSC 0302, JMU, Harrisonburg, VA 22807. Your support of the recognition awards is greatly appreciated.

A CONNECTION AMONG PEOPLE
THROUGH THE COMMON BOND OF JMU

"I NEVER PAUSE TO STEP BACK AND TRY TO ADMIRE MY LIFE'S WORK; I JUST KEEP WORKING .
TO THE EXTENT THAT RECEIVING THE DISTINGUISHED ALUMNI AWARD MEANS THAT THE
ASSOCIATION REPRESENTING MY PEERS AT JMU BELIEVES l'M DOING A NOTABLE JOB IN
MY PERSONAL AND PROFESSIONAL LIFE, THEN l'M DEEPLY HONORED." - Stephen Leeolou ('78)

M eet S am ('91) and Mary ('91) .Jones,
who say volunteering has brought
them new and lasting friendshi p s

on winning the 1997 Distinguished Alumni Achievement Award

VISIT
MadisOn-Line at
www.jmu.edu/alumni/

\~ iss - JMU -ALU,t,

and check your mail for more
details on all of these events. (.
Volunreer ream of Sam ('91 / and Mary 1'91/ Jones ar Crabfesr '98. Sam flr11shed his M.S. 111
raxa/ion /asr summer ar George Mason Universiry Sam 1s a supe!Vlsor ar Marrhews. Carrer
and Boyce. CPAs in Tysons Corner Va. Mary 1s a recruirmg manager for rhe law firm of Oow
Lohnes and Alberrson in Washingron, O.C. Sam and Mary had rhe1r flrsr child in Oecembe,

0: When and how drd you gel imeres1ed rn
1he Melfa DC chap1er?
A: We got involved in 1993 mainly for the social and career networking
aspects. In fact, Sam found his current job through alum Andres Riccobono ('93).
0: Whal do you en1oy mos/ abou1 being rnvolved rn 1he chap1er7
A: The friendships that we've formed with the other chapter leaders. We didn't know
any of them when we were at Madison, and now we're all close friends.
0: Whal chap1er pro1ec1s are you mos/ proud of?

A: The most successful event that we've put on has been the Crabfest. In 1996 we
had about 100 alums and in 1997 we had about 150. This is an informal, very relaxing event that provides a wonderful opportunity for old friends to reacquaint themselves and a chance to make new friends - and have fun doing it.
0: Whal would you say /0 fellow alumni who are comempla1rng gelling more
involved in chap/er evems?
A: Involvement with the alumni association is what you make of it. If you don't put
anything into it, don't expect much out of it. Pick an activity that you already enjoy community service, sports, social - and volunteer to help out a little at the next
alumni event. Getting involved doesn't necessarily mean you have to plan events
from start to finish.

0: Whar do you mrss rhe mosr abour JMU?
A: Dur friends and the carefree life of being a student.

CAREER CENTER
NOW, LANDING THE PERFECT JOB IS EVEN EASIER FOR JMU GRADUATES!

It's not always what you know but WHO you know that gets you in the door ... and the JMU On-Line Directory gives you FREE and easy access
to some of the most valuable "whos" you have - your fellow JMU graduates!
To help make your career development and networking efforts even more successful, this comprehensive database enables
you to search by career category, business name, job title and business location.
Are you moving to Seattle and interested in marketing- find out which JMU alumni work in marketing in the Seattle
area. Or maybe you've always wanted to work for IBM. Thinking about switching careers and want to find out a little more
about a day in the life of an accountant? Look up some JMU accountants and drop them an e-mail ... can they give you
some pointers or tips?
The information you need is available at your fingertips ... simply go to our On-Line Community
at www.jmu.edu/alumni/online.htm and choose the On-Line Directory option. (You'll need to register for
a User IDand Password if you haven't done so already!) ... and then you're off!
In addition to the On-Line Directory, be sure to visit the
Career Center Services area to post your resume
or check out the available career opportunities.

the virtual career center - matching the
best people with the best jobs.

A PUBLICATION OF THE

JMU ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
WINTER 1999

., Denotes states with alumni chapters
AK ................... 34
AL .................. 149
AR
.............49
AZ
...... 203
CA ............ 1,014
co
....459
CT ................ .302
DC . ................. 281
OE ..
...364
FL ................ 1,278
GA .................. 978
HI ..................... 36
IA ..................... 51
ID
........... 27
IL
... 327
IN .......
.. .. 139
KS ........... ........ 70

KY .................. 167
LA..
..... 70
MA ................ 345
MO ...........4.074
ME
.......69
Ml .................. 167
MN ................. 101
MO ................. 110
MS
..... 42
MT ................... 25
NC .............. 2,097
NO .....................4
NE.
.. ........... 27
NH.
.. ......... 85
NJ ............... 1,312

ALUMNI STATISTICS
NM ..
.. ........ 84
NV
............44
NY .............. 1,042
OH ................. 382
OK ...................45
OR..
.. ..... 113
PA .............. 1,549
RI
........... 54
SC .................446
so .....................8
TN
.. 442
TX ................. 654
UT ...................49

VA ............ 36.188
VT ... ................ 58
WA ................. 218
WI. ................... 67
WV ................405
WY.................. 22

TOP 10 ALUMNI
OCCUPATIONS/FIELDS
Teaching
Homemaking
Management
Sales
Accounting/ CPA

Finance
Computers
Consulting
Federal Government
Marketing

JMU Alumni .....
.. ....................... 62,000
Median class year.........................
....... 1984
Median age
........................... 36
Alumni with advanced degrees.......
.... 8,513
Alumni with e-mail addresses......................................3, 799
Alumni living abroad ........
.. .......327
JMU Couples (both spouses are alumni) ................4,052
Alumni who served on the JMU Board of Visitors ........... 33
Alumni who served as rector of the Board of Visitors........ 1
Alumni who are JMU employees...
.. ........ 135
Bluestone Society (graduated 50+ years ago) ........... 2,500
Band Alumni membership ............................................. 1,023
Black Constituency Chapter membership........ ........... 1,836

ALUMNI CALENDAR
FEBRUARY

5-6

APRIL

7

Leadership Conference for alumni

Richmond, Conrinu1ng Educariorr Financial

volunteers

BAND ALUMNI CONSTITUENCY

NEW ENGLAND

Suzanne Bartlett Noble ('84)
(770) 565-3706 (HJ
e-mail: tunanoble@aol.com

Dave Baker ('97)
(603) 886-8692 (HJ
email: david.baker@ligplc.com

BLACK ALUMNI CHAPTER

Kelly Sheeran ('97)
(617) 562-4422 (HJ
email: kelly_sheeran@
percussion.com

Rudy Jackson ('90)
(804) 262-4493 (HJ
e-mail: rjackson@rmc.edu
Jon Offley ('89)
(410) 869-9248(HJ
e-mail: joffley@classic.msn.com

BLUESTONE CONSTITUENCY
Mary Spitzer Etter ('34)
(540) 434-7122 (HJ

CALIFORNIA
Los Angeles
Erika Freihage ('93)
(310) 379-7445 (HJ
e-mail: efreihage@calstate.edu

FLORIDA
Sourhern
Kathy Adkins ('89)
(561 I 852-9750 (HJ
e-mail: kathy.adkins@
guinness.com

GEORGIA:
Al!anra
Jim Murphy ('89)
(404) 370-0357 (HJ
e-mail: jmurp@
mindspring.com

MARYLAND
Balrimore/Annapo/Js
Brian Walsh ('89)
(410) 472-4566 (HJ
e-mail: bdwalsh@lnc.com

METRO WASHINGTON
Bill Dunn ('77)
(301 JJMU-DUKE (HOT LINE)
(703) 878-3317 (HJ
Chapter e-mail:
metrodukes@erols.com

NEW JERSEY/
NEW YORK METRO
Michelle LoVuolo ('97)
(718) 279-2696 (HJ
email: michelle.lovuolo@
ing-barings.com

NORTH CAROLINA
Charloue
Beth A. Carline ('901
(704) 372-3388 (HJ
e-mail: carlineb@
wentworthco.com
Triangle {Raleigh. Durham, Chapel
Hill)
Beth Yates Bernard ('BB)
(919) 788-0949 (HI
e-mail: Eyates@
co.wakenc.us

PENNSYLVANIA
Philadelphia/Tri-Srare
Sean McCrae ('961
(610) 927-5453(HI
email: seanmccrae@hotmail.com

Frede11cksburg
Tim Jackson ('85)
(540) 891-1957 (HI
e-mail: tjackson@pontificate.net
Grearer Peninsula {Newporr News.
York1own and Williamsburg)
Scott Satchell ('921
(757) 989-0240 (HI
Richmond
Kin Headley ('91 I
(8041217-9766 (HI
email: kinscomp@aol.com
Roanoke
Beckie Fitzgerald ('92)
(540) 774-3598 (HJ
e-mail: beckie_fitz@yahoo.com
Susan Larkin ('88)
(5401776-8006
e-mail: susan.larkin@
wachovia.com
Shenandoah Valley {Harrisonburg.
Sraunron. Waynesboro and Lex1ng1on)
Sheri Wescott ('85)
(540) 434-8229 (HJ
e-mail: sheri_wescott@
merck.com
Tidewarer
Kenda Goldberg Council ('95)
(7571539- 5476 (HJ

VIRGINIA
Blue Ridge {W1nchesrer and Fronr
Royal)
Brett Haynes ('88)
(540) 869-5826 (HJ
e-mail:
brett_haynes@
compuserve.com
Char!ouesville
Joe Fix ('85)
(8041974-1643 (HI

15
16
17
19
20
22
23
24

www.jmu.edu/
alumni/contacts.htm
for a complete list.

9-10

Richmond, Accepted Student Reception

Harrisonburg/JMU, Class Reunions ·99

Tidewater, Accepted Student Reception
William & Mary, Basketball reception

•

12

Atlanta, Madison on rhe Move: Campus
Growth

South Florida (Miami), Baseball reception
VCU, Basketball reception
Northern Va., Accepted Student Reception
Roanoke, Accepted Student Reception
Washington, D.C., Conr11wing Educarion:

21

Charlottesville, Con11nu1ng Educa11on:

22

Washington, D.C., Professional Development

30

Senior Week {1hrough May BJ

Civil War

•

Student Affairs Vice President Mark Warner

Contemporary Issues for Teachers

27

Richmond, CAA reception

MAY

12

MARCH

5-6
•

•

15

Winchester, Conrinuing Educa11orr Civil War

TBA Tidewater, GolfTournament

Harrisonburg/JMU, Alumni Board of
Directors meeting

•
If you do not have a formal chapter
in your area. there may be an alumni
contact who coordinates events
periodically. Please visit

Planning

TBA Shenandoah Valley, Golf Tournament

Tidewater, Madison on rhe Move:College
of Business Dean Robert Reid

16

Richmond, Madison on 1he Move:College
of Business Dean Robert Reid

17
22

Founder's Day
New York, Career Ne/working

JUNE

4 -5

Harrisonburg/JMU, Alumni Board of
Directors meeting

11
26-2 7

Washington, D.C., GolfTournament
Harrisonburg/JMU, Duke Club
Golf Tournament
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